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THE FIRST COLLECTION OF “SLAVE SONGS” 
WITH MUSIC

1.    Allen, William Francis; Lucy McKim Garrison; Charles Pickard Ware, 
editors. Slave Songs of the United States. New York: A. Simpson & Co., 1867. 
8vo (9” x 6”), dark green cloth, gilt title at spine, covers ruled in blind. xliv, 115, 
[3] pp. Early red ownership stamp at lower-left corner of ffep: “Louis Meyer 
1230 Chestnut St. Philadelphia,” with (likely) his bookplate at front pastedown. 
CONDITION: Very good, expert repairs to head and foot of spine, light soiling 
and rippling to upper cover, contents very good. 

First edition of this pioneering anthology of slave songs, collected and transcribed 
during the Civil War and published in order to elevate the musical genius of Black 
Americans and record “a state of society which has passed away.”

The project was spearheaded by Lucy McKim Garrison, who at age nineteen 
began describing and transcribing the music she heard on the Sea Islands of 
South Carolina while helping her father, a Quaker abolitionist, organize aid to 
the recently-freed slaves there. She published the first slave songs that were 

accompanied with music, and continued the work after her mar-
riage to Wendell Phillips Garrison (a son of abolitionist William 
Lloyd Garrison), collaborating with Charles Pickard Ware—who 
transcribed numerous songs while serving as labor superintendent 
of freedmen in Port Royal, South Carolina during the war—and 
scholar William Francis Allen—who with his wife had run a school 
for emancipated slaves on the Sea Islands—in the publication of 
this volume. While most of the 136 songs collected here were gath-
ered from the Sea Islands, the volume is organized by region and 
includes music from the “South Eastern Slave States,” the “North-
ern Seaboard Slave States,” the “Inland Slave States,” and the “Gulf 
States.” Many songs are annotated with variations, additional 
context, and so on. 

The volume offered here was owned by Louis Meyer (d. 1897), 
who is listed in the Philadelphia directory as operating a “music 
store,” which was located at 1230 Chestnut Street in 1868. Meyer 
later lived in New Orleans and St. Louis, where he conducted the 
orchestra for several summers in the 1880s.

A pathbreaking compilation of African American music, published less 
than five years before the Fisk Jubilee Singers began performing on tour.

Item #8613 $2,500.00
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ARGUMENTS AGAINST SLAVERY 
BY A BAPTIST PASTOR IN PENNSYLVANIA

2.    Anderson, George W. Slavery and Slaveholding in the United 
States. Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society, [ca. 1858]. 24mo 
(6” x 3.75”), printed tan wrappers. 67 pp. CONDITION: Very good, moder-
ate spotting to upper wrapper, including a dampstain affecting the first 15 
to 20 pp. 

A measured argument against slavery by a Pennsylvania Baptist pastor and 
author.

Noting that it is “extremely difficult to preserve an honorable neutrality” 
in regard to slavery, Philadelphia pastor George W. Anderson reviews 
several opposing arguments before concluding that it is a “system found-
ed in wrong,” and proceeding to discuss—among other points—“How 
to judge of slavery in the United States,” the laws that “Deprive the slave 
of his family relations,” the “Condition to which the slave may be legally 
reduced,” and the appropriate “Church action upon slavery.”

George W. Anderson (1816–1903) was born in Philadelphia, and after 
studying at Hamilton Theological Seminary in 1846, received his Doctor 
of Divinity from Lewisburg University. His effort to establish a university 
there led him to assume the editorship of the newly-founded Christian 
Chronicle, and in 1858 he became pastor of the Lower Merion Church in 
Montgomery, Pennsylvania. Beginning in the 1860s, he served as the book 
editor for the American Baptist Publication Society, and was known as “a 
clear thinker and a forcible writer” (Cathcart).

REFERENCES: Sabin 1396; Cathcart, William. The Baptist Encyclopaedia 
(Philadelphia, 1881), p. 32.
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DEPOSITION OF A FREE BLACK MAN 
IN PHILADELPHIA, 1797

3.    Baker, Hilary, et al. [Manuscript deposition of a Black man swearing that he is free, witnessed and additionally sworn by another free Black man.] Phila-
delphia, May 16, 1797. Bifolium, 9” x 7.5”. 1 p., docketed on verso. CONDITION: Very good, light toning and soiling to verso, later pencil notes and discrete red 
stamp “M M S” to verso. 

An eighteenth-century manuscript deposition of a free Black man—possibly intend-
ed to serve as a certificate of freedom or a file copy of such—signed by Philadelphia 
Mayor and prominent abolitionist Hilary Baker.

This deposition attests to the freedom of one John Hill, “a Black man, Five 
feet and four Inches High, who is very much pit[t]ed with Small pox.” Hill 
“Personally appeared” before the Philadelphia Mayor, attesting that “he is 
Twenty Six years old and was born of free Parents at Chester town in the 
State of Maryland, which is one of the United States of America, and has 
always resided within the United States.” His statement is corroborated by 
“Benjamin Clark,” a Black Philadelphia laborer who had been “many years 
acquainted with the above named John Hill, and with his Parents & Sister 
(the latter of whom this Deposent courted).” Both men signed the deposition 
with their marks, and both of their statements are recorded as having been 
“Sworn this 16th May 1797 before me Hilary Baker, Mayor.”

Free African Americans had long required Certificates of Freedom—from 
white masters or employers, or from county courts—without which they 
risked being “mistaken as a fugitive and enslaved” (“Free Communities”). 
Likewise, sailors needed to carry documents verifying their freedom and 
citizenship in the United States in case of capture or impressment. These 
papers described the name, age, color, and height of the free person in ques-
tion, as well as any other identifying features (in Hill’s case, his smallpox 
scars). Of course, several people might answer the same general description, 
a point that many enslaved people took advantage of—Frederick Douglass 
famously acquired a “seaman’s protection” form from a retired Black sailor 
and used it during his escape from slavery, as noted in his Life and Times of 
Frederick Douglass. We locate no other traces of the dispute that prompted 
this deposition, but it is possible that someone attempted to sell Hill into 
slavery, as in another case from 1797. The crime of kidnapping and selling 
free Blacks occurred so frequently that, just three years after this deposi-
tion was taken, Black clergymen Absalom James and Richard Allen sent a 
“Petition of the People of Colour, Freemen within the City and Suburbs of 
Philadelphia” to Congress, “signed by seventy-three African Americans, 
which protested ‘the kidnapping those of our Brethren that are free’ and re-
quest[ing] congressional action” (Henderson et. al., p. 318). It is notable that 
Hill’s statement is supported by the testimony of a fellow Black man.

In Philadelphia, legal establishment of freedom became a particularly com-

https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/8896/hilary-baker/manuscript-deposition-of-a-black-man-swearing-that-he-is-free-witnessed-and-additionally-sworn-by
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ANTI-SLAVERY TALES FOR CHILDREN 
ISSUED BY THE PUBLISHER OF UNCLE TOM’S CABIN

4.    Barclay, Kate. Minnie May; With Other Rhymes and Sto-
ries. Boston: Published by John P. Jewett and Company. Cleve-
land, Ohio: Jewett, Proctor, and Worthington. New York: Shel-
don, Lamport, and Blakeman, 1856. 8vo (8.625” x 7”), illustrated 
faded pink wrappers. 32 pp. Spine resewn by hand. Early gift in-
scription at top of title page: “Charles Stone[?] From Aunt Mary.” 
CONDITION: Good, upper wrapper attached by a thread, wrap-
pers lightly soiled, wear to extremities of wrappers and leaves. 
Occasional light foxing and dampstaining throughout. 

Second edition of this collection of anti-slavery stories for children, one 
in a series produced for young readers by Uncle Tom’s Cabin publish-
er John P. Jewett. 

In the wake of the enormous success of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, John P. 
Jewett announced a series of “Juvenile Anti-Slavery Toy Books,” 
most (if not all) of which were written by women. In doing so, 
he established “an acceptable published forum for their political 
views” and created a broader market for anti-slavery children’s 
literature during the mid- and late-1850s (De Rosa, p. 29). Many 
of Jewett’s childrens’ books, including the one offered here, fea-
ture tales of little white girls’ despair over the cruelty of slavery: 
the titular character of Minnie May—the “Flower of Savannah”—

plex and charged business following the passage of Pennsylvania’s “Act for the Gradual 
Abolition of Slavery” in 1780, and of a significant amendment to it in 1788. These laws 
required all African Americans born to enslaved mothers to be registered, and freed at 
the age of twenty-eight; emancipated anyone brought into the state as a slave; punished 
anyone attempting to kidnap and sell an African American outside the state; and stifled 
the operation of all aspects of the slave trade, including the outfitting of slave ships. 
Beginning in 1780, then, Philadelphia naturally became home to a growing population 
of free African Americans, and between 1790 and 1800, the number of enslaved people 
of color dropped from over 3,700 to 1,706, while the free Black population grew by 176 
percent. In the early 1790s, prominent white abolitionist Benjamin Rush described that 
group as comprising “3,000 souls. Their men are chiefly waiters, day laborers, and trad-
ers in a small way. Their women are chiefly cooks and washer women” (Andrews and 
Derounian, p. 479). Many free Black Philadelphians belonged to religious congregations, 
which, during the 1790s, were becoming increasingly independent from white churches. 
Records of the African Methodist Episcopal Church in Philadelphia from around 1794 
show both a “Benjamin Clark” and a “Hill” (no first name given) in lists of “classes,” 
that is, “evangelical consciousness-raising groups into which Methodist societies were 
customarily divided” (p. 484).

Among those promoting and enforcing the gradual abolition of slavery in Pennsylvania 
was Hilary Baker (1746–1798), the mayor of Philadelphia between 1796 and 1797 and 
signatory of this document. Born in Darmstadt, Germany, Baker became a hardware 
merchant after immigrating to Philadelphia. He served in the Continental Army during 
the Revolutionary war and rose steadily in politics, starting as a Clerk of the Court of 
Quarter Sessions in 1779 and going on to become a member of the Pennsylvania Con-
stitutional Convention in 1787 and an Alderman from 1789 to 1796 before being elected 
Mayor. He was a staunch abolitionist and a co-founder of the Pennsylvania Abolition 
Society, which was responsible not only for spearheading the 1780 Act but also—ap-
pointing itself “watchdog and policeman”—for the new laws’ scrupulous enforcement 
(Wax, p. 429). Baker established the first paid, uniformed police force in Philadelphia, 
and died while still holding office during an outbreak of yellow fever in 1798.

Rare early evidence of the legal establishment of an African American’s freedom in a city at “the 
vanguard of the antislavery movement” (Wax, p. 429).

REFERENCES: Andrews, Dee and Kathryn Zabelle Derounian, “Notes and Docu-
ments,” The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 108, No. 4 (1984); 
“Chapter 04 : Free Communities of Color” in Slavery & Freedom 1400–1877 at the Na-
tional Museum of African American History & Culture online; Henderson, John et al. 
“Notes and Documents: Rescuing African American Kidnapping Victims in Philadel-
phia as Documented in the Joseph Watson Papers at the Historical Society of Pennsyl-
vania,” The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 129, No. 3 (2005); Wax, 
Darold D. “Reform and Revolution: The Movement Against Slavery and the Slave Trade 
in Revolutionary Pennsylvania,” Western Pennsylvania History, Vol. 57 (1974).
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is overcome with suffering when she is unable to rescue her 
nurse, “Aunt Ruth,” from a slave auction:

There she sits on that slave block, sweet Minnie May, 
And tries to shed light on “aunt Ruth’s” darkened way; 
She pleads with that master so stern and severe 
To be kind to old nurse, to her ever dear. 
 
Alas for your pleading now, sweet Minnie May; 
His heart is of stone, and he lists not your lay; 
Already he’s angry, and threatens, e’en now, 
To cause her to know at his will she must bow.

Other pieces include “Crispy’s Story” (an escaped slave 
tells of his youth); “The Ride” (a young woman, horrified 
by the sight of “a drove of poor slaves, / Chained together, 
handcuffed—for the sales,” begs her mother to “Let us not 
live here” where slavery is “a blot”); “Cuffee” (a young 
man who manages to escape and find employment in a 
hotel before being re-captured); “Little Nell” (an enslaved 
girl is instructed to “Cling tight” to her family before she is 
sold, since “A slave has no rights. At his master’s will / he 
must leave all he loves and go”); and more. The final piece, 
titled “The Slave,” speaks directly to the book’s young 
readers, instructing them to “pity the poor slaves—pity 
them with all your heart” and asking: “How would you 
feel to be separated forever from your kind mother…I ask, 
how would you feel?” Illustrations show “Aunt Ruth” and 
Minnie May at the slave auction, Cuffee working in a hotel, 
a slave being whipped by an overseer, several auction and 
family scenes, and more.

Several institutional holdings listed in OCLC, but scarce in 
the trade.

An important example of children’s anti-slavery literature, issued 
by the publisher who brought the genre into prominence.

REFERENCES: De Rosa, Deborah C. Domestic Abolitionism 
and Juvenile Literature, 1830–1865 (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 2003).
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BLACK PERFORMANCE TROUPE SEEKS ILLINOIS VENUE: 
“HAVE FIRST CLASS ATTRACTION”

5.    Becker, Joe. Autograph letter, signed, on letterhead of Nashville 
Students and P. T. Wrights Grand Colored Comedy Co… “En Route,” 
West Liberty, Iowa: 3 April, 1899. 10.875” x 8.5”, 1 p. in purple pencil. 
CONDITION: Very good, very small loss to lower-right corner, minor 
toning. 

Wonderful illustrated letterhead for an all-Black performance troupe, bearing a 
letter by the manager attempting to arrange a performance in El Paso, Illinois.

The letterhead, printed in red, shows an African American marching 
band, the bust of a man—presumably P. T. White himself—and the Com-
pany’s train car, and promises “Music, Mirth and Merriment” thanks to 
the “Sweetest Singers” and “Funny Commedians”: “A Sure Winner. Book 
it Quick.” The troupe is advertised as the “Best and Most Refined of all 
Colored Companies,” and consisted of a “Turkish Uniformed Silver Band 
& Orchestra” and “A Talented Company Vocalists, Comedians & Danc-
ers.” The letter reads in full:

Manager Opera House 
Elpaso Ill 
 
Dear Sir Kindly inform me at once if I can get date their for our Co. 
on Tues. May 9 and send me your lowest terms cash rent. Have first 
class attraction send me full discription of Hall size and Seating Ca-
pacity waiting quick reply  
 
I remain yours 
Joe Becker 
Nashville Students Co. 
West Liberty 
Iowa

Based in Kansas City, Missouri, the Nashville Students Colored Comedy 
Company offered a variety show that included vocal and instrumental 
music, comedic skits, and dance. Contemporary newspapers document 
performances from 1889–1900 at locations ranging from Minnesota in the 
North to Louisiana in the South, Tennessee in the East, and Nebraska and 
South Dakota in the West. The troupe included such musical greats as 
Pete Hampton, P. G. Lowery, and Dan Desdunes, who was also an activ-
ist, and as a member of the New Orleans Comité des Citoyens boarded a 
whites-only train car shortly before Homer Plessy (Desdunes’s train, an 
interstate, was under federal jurisdiction and his action therefore failed to 
effectually challenge Louisiana’s Separate Car Act).

https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/8638/joe-becker/autograph-letter-signed-on-letterhead-of-nashville-students-and-p-t-wrights-grand-colored-comedy


The troupe was owned by Preston T. Wright, who was born to enslaved 
parents in Mexico, Missouri, in 1857. According to music professor Clifford 
Edward Watkins, “After the war, the Wright family moved to Macomb, 
Illinois. Preston entered the public schools there and later learned barbering. 
He made his first show appearance in 1874 with T. H. Bland’s Carolinians, 
singing bass. Finding that singing was not profitable, he moved to Kansas 
City and became a detective (reportedly the only African-American detective 
in the West). Still unhappy with his lot, Wright then decided to reenter show 
work, putting together the Nashville Students Company with the assistance 
of his wife, Ida. Forty years after his birth, Wright was thought to be the 
most successful African-American owner-manager in the profession.”

Behind the scenes evidence of the operation of a popular Black performance company. 

REFERENCES: Wright, Preston T. Showman: The Life and Music of Perry George 
Lowery (University Press of Mississippi, 2003), p. 24.

Item #8638 $375.00

AFRICAN AMERICAN OFFICERS 
HEADED TO THE PHILIPPINES, 1899

6.    Billington, W[illiam] C., photog. [Officers of Company M. of the For-
ty-Ninth Infantry Negro Volunteers on their way to the Philippines.] 

 San Francisco: Sutro Heights Gallery, 3 Dec. 1899. Silver bromide print, 7.5” x 9.5” 
on larger paperboard mount. Photographer’s stamp on verso. Period pencil notes 
on verso. CONDITION: Very good, some spotting to upper right corner of photo-
graph, dark stain to lower portion of the verso of the mount. 

A striking photograph of the African American officers of Company M of the 49th US 
Volunteer Infantry (USV), taken in California just prior to their departure for the Philip-
pines and sent by one of the officers to his family. 

This photograph documents fifteen African American officers in one of the four 
all-Black regiments of the United States Volunteer forces during the Philippine 
Insurrection. Standing in the center is the commander, 1st. Lieutenant Ebbert W. 
Maden, flanked by four sergeants, while the corporals and a cook are seated and 
kneeling before them. A period note on the verso reads “This is the Officers of Co. 
M. 49 Inf’y U.S.V. We leave for the Philippines Dec. 5, 1899. Much love to all of 
the family. Also[?] Brother, Also to Eva, Also to Sister, Also to Mrs. Emma, Also 
to Grandmother.” To the left of this inscription is a list of the officers pictured by 
rank, reading “1st. Lnt. Madden, 1st. Serg. Morris, 2nd. Serg. Moore, 3rd. Serg. 
Gibins[?], 4th. Serg. Gorey[?], Corporals[:] 1. Archie Fistings 2. Bell, 3. Jones 4. 
Arbhams[?] 5. Adams 6. Rogers 7. Wilson 8. Vanbrinen[?] [;] 1st Cook[:] J. Harris 
2. MacNeal.” A note to the right of Corporal Fistings’ name reading “That is me” 
suggests that the notes are his.

Unlike volunteer regiments in prior conflicts, companies under the “United States 
Volunteers” designation were “‘federal volunteers,’ which circumvented consti-
tutional questions of state forces serving outside the contiguous U.S.…The 48th 
and 49th U.S. Volunteer Infantry, made up of African Americans, were recruited 
directly by the War Department from all over the country and were included in 
this overseas deployment” (Russell). The 49th USV were among the “immune 
regiments” used on both the Cuban and Philippine fronts of the Spanish-Ameri-
can war. Concerned about the risks tropical diseases posed to white soldiers, the 
“War Department…began…organizing specialized units” that partially consist-
ed of African Americans from the South (Cunningham). Despite the dearth of 
evidence about their actual immunity to diseases like yellow fever and malaria, it 
was “commonly believed that black soldiers performed better than white troops 
in tropical climates” (Cunningham). The 49th USV was one such unit sent to the 
Philippines, alongside the 24th and 25th Regular Army regiments, and the 48th 
USV. Both the 48th and 49th USV “were organized with African American officers 
up to the rank of captain. They arrived in early 1900 and served on the island of 
Luzon for about a year and a half. These regiments…saw action during their ser-

https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/8638/joe-becker/autograph-letter-signed-on-letterhead-of-nashville-students-and-p-t-wrights-grand-colored-comedy


vice in the Philippines, albeit most of it small clashes 
with Filipino guerrillas…When they were not fighting 
in skirmishes, ‘they built and maintained telegraph 
lines…provided protection for work crews construct-
ing roads…and located and destroyed insurgent 
ordnance and other supplies’” (Russell). Interestingly, 
although African American soldiers volunteered for 
service to gain recognition from the American govern-
ment at home and abroad, they “often became frustrat-
ed over the way white American soldiers treated the 
Filipinos. Many black soldiers saw the Jim Crow and 
overt discrimination practiced at home brought to the 
Philippines, and it disheartened them” (Russell).

Ironically, unlike the Cuban front of the Spanish-Amer-
ican War, the war in the Philippines was an explicit act 
of American expansion, as the Philippine Insurrection 
was a rebellion against American occupying forces 
rather than a war against the Spanish. Despite these 
tensions, among the 49th USV, “military discipline…
required that soldiers follow their orders, regardless 
of their personal feelings. Captain W. H. Jackson of the 
49th Infantry acknowledged that the Filipinos were ‘es-
pecially friendly to the colored people.’ However, Cap-
tain Jackson revealed the pull of a soldier’s duty, de-
claring, ‘All enemies of the U.S. government look alike 
to us, hence we go along with the killing, just as with 
other people.’ Despite the affinities between Filipinos 
and African American soldiers, Jackson’s comments 
reveal the impact of rigid military discipline, which 
allowed him to convert a potentially complicated issue 
into something much more acceptable” (Russell).

Photographer William C. Billington was an Ontario native most likely raised as a farmhand, who, after moving to San Francisco, became a cable car conductor 
and, after meeting Adolph Sutro (San Francisco’s 24th mayor, “King of the Comstock,” and a major philanthropist), went on to become a prolific photographer 
of the landmarks in Sutro Heights (Freeman). Billington opened the “Sutro Heights Photo Gallery” with partner Thomas C. Thompson in 1894, but by 1895 was 
operating the gallery with his younger brother John, overseen by Sutro. The gallery itself was “a one-story wooden building with a distinctive Queen Anne style 
tower and fishscale shingles…at the northeast corner of the Sutro Heights Parapet…built in 1894. Here, visitors could have their tintype images taken, rent marine 
glasses to view Seal Rocks, and buy souvenir photographs and postcards of nearby attractions” (National Park Service). The gallery was part of the greater Sutro 
Heights public gardens operated by Adolph Sutro in the mid 1880s–90s. 

REFERENCES: Cunningham, LTC. Roger D. “The Black ‘Immune’ Regiments in the Spanish-American War,” on The Army Historical Foundation online; Freeman, 
John. “Billington Brothers Photography,” on Outside Lands Podcast (Episode 401) online; “Vestiges of Sutro Heights” at National Park Service online; Russell, Timo-
thy D. “‘I Feel Sorry for these People’: African American Soldiers in the Philippine-American War, 1899–1902,” The Journal of African American History, Vol. 99, No. 3 
(2014): pp. 197–222.

Item #8883 $1,500.00
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SCARCE BLACK PANTHER POSTER

7.    Black Panther Party Platform and Program What We Want What 
We Believe. [Toronto: Rochdale College, Coach House Press, ca. 1970?]. 
Poster, 22.125” x 17.125”. CONDITION: Very good, slight greenish 
discoloration to upper left corner, marginal loss to upper right. 

This poster collages the Black Panther’s ten-part “Platform and Pro-
gram” (1966) with the well known striking photo of rifle-wielding 
Minister of Defense Huey Newton; extracts from Edridge Cleaver’s 
Soul on Ice (composed in prison in 1965, published in 1968) and Thom-
as Merton’s Seven Story Mountain (in which he recounts his first visit 
to the Friendship House in Harlem); photos of marches, speeches, 
and arrests (including two Black Panthers held by white officers after 
the force’s violent SWAT raid in 1969); various graphics (including a 
courtroom sketch of Bobby Seale, bound and gagged at his 1969 trial, 
and a drawing of a fanged pig-man demanding rent from a poor Black 
mother on the stoop of a broken down house, surrounded by rats, and 
captioned with the fourth point of the Black Panther Party Platform: 
“We want decent housing, fit for shelter of human beings,” and more.

We acquired this poster from a source in Toronto, where it was prob-
ably published. Influenced by the American movement as well as by 
individual activists from the U.S. who came to live in Canada in the 
1960s, the Canadian Black Power movement was active in the 1960s 
and ‘70s. In Toronto, the Afro-American Progressive Association and 
the Black Liberation Front of Canada (BLFC) hosted Black Panthers 
and other U.S. activists for teach-ins, solidarity rallies, and other 
events. Several seminars were held at Rochdale College, Toronto’s 
short-lived but famous student-run educational and housing cooper-
ative, which was founded in 1968 and shut down in 1974. This poster 
was likely published as part of joint Rochdale-Black Power actions, 
perhaps by the Coach House Press, which remains a leading indepen-
dent publisher in Canada, and was then under the editorship of Victor 
Coleman and closely affiliated with the college. The press conducted 
workshops for students and printed avant-garde ephemera, small lit-
erary magazines, books, posters, and even blotter paper for Rochdale’s 
LSD.

REFERENCES: Black Liberation News Vol. 1, No. 2, 1969, pictured at 
the University of Toronto Libraries online; “Coach House Press (1965–
1975),” Library and Archives Canada online; Harris, Christopher. 
“Canadian Black Power, Organic Intellectuals, and the War of Position 
in Toronto 1967–1975,” The CLR James Journal, Vol. 20, No. 1/2 (2014).
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MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. 
AND BLACK LEADERS OF CALIFORNIA 

ENDORSE EUGENE MCCARTHY

8.    [Broadsheet promoting presidential 
candidate Eugene McCarthy in the 1968 
California primary, directed at African 
American voters.] San Francisco, Califor-
nia: [1968]. Small broadsheet, 9.5” x 4.25”, 
numerous b&w photo-illus. CONDITION: 
Very good+. 

A broadsheet issued by the California campaign 
office of Democratic presidential candidate 
Eugene McCarthy shortly before the assassi-
nation of Martin Luther King, Jr., featuring 
endorsements by some twenty prominent Black 
Californians.

At the top of this campaign handbill is a 
portrait of Martin Luther King, Jr. speaking 
at the March 19th California Democratic 
Council in Anaheim, where he endorsed 
McCarthy as “one of the truly outstanding, 
capable, brilliant, dedicated Americans.” 
Images of five Black leaders from Califor-
nia apear below King undr the heading 
“We ask that you VOTE for our Candidate 
GENE MCCARTHY for PRESIDENT.” 
The portraits, names, and positions of 
numerous Black civic, business, and labor 
leaders—all “Members of the California 
McCarthy Delegation”—appear on the ver-
so under the motto “With EUGENE McCA-
RTHY We will overcome!” The campaign 
was both tumultuous and tragic: King was 
assassinated just nineteen days after his 
Anaheim speech, and Robert F. Kennedy, 
who had entered the race late, was assas-
sinated the night of June 4th, shortly after 
beating McCarthy in the California primary.

Item #8755 $750.00
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AN ENSLAVED GIRL FINDS FREEDOM

9.    Bufford, John Henry, lith. The Little Contraband. 
Boston: J.H. Bufford, 1862. Lithograph, 12” x 9” (sheet size 
13.875” x 10.875”). CONDITION: Very good, three small 
tears to margins, only one barely affecting image. 

A scarce print from early in the Civil War showing a prominent 
Union General taking an escaped slave girl under federal protec-
tion as a contraband of war.

Bearing the facsimile signature of Union Major Gener-
al Nathaniel Banks, this lithograph portrays him and a 
fellow officer in the act of rescuing a young Black girl, 
who is dubbed “the little contraband” and smiles as she is 
lifted above a gun carriage and into freedom. The cap-
tion—a quotation implicitly attributed to Banks—reads: 
“And her little limbs had, perhaps, become strengthened 
by some vague dream of liberty, to be lost or won, in that 
hurried night march.” Following Major General Benjamin 
F. Butler’s famous “Contraband Decision” of 1861, which 
protected escaped slaves in Union-held territory, “contra-
band” became a common moniker for previously enslaved 
African Americans who had made their way to the Union 
lines.

Nathaniel P. Banks (1816–1894) was born in Waltham, 
Massachusetts, and became a dedicated abolitionist and 
a career politician, serving as the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives and Governor of Massachusetts before 
the outbreak of the Civil War. President Lincoln, hoping 
that Banks’s political influence would draw more support 
to the Union cause, appointed him Major General early 
in the war. While his combat performance left much to be 
desired, Banks had an “uncanny ability to recruit sol-
diers,” and in late 1862 raised a force of 30,000 men from 
his home region of New England. He was afterward sta-
tioned in Louisiana, where he replaced Benjamin Butler as 
commander of the Department of the Gulf and instituted 
many pioneering and influential reconstruction policies. 
Following his failed 1864 Red River Campaign and the 
close of the war, Banks returned to politics, serving several 
more terms in the House of Representatives.

John Henry Bufford (1810–1870) was born in Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire and in 1829 began apprenticing as a 

https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/8775/john-henry-bufford/the-little-contraband


lithographer with the Pendleton firm in Boston, during the period when American lithography was just starting to become a technique used in commercial print-
ing. Remaining with Pendleton until 1835, Bufford then left to start his own firm in New York. Here he printed book illustrations, sheet music covers, city views, 
and copies of popular artworks. Bufford also produced prints depicting disastrous fires, and worked as an artist for the Endicott and Currier firms in New York. 
Upon returning to Boston in 1840, he and his brother-in-law B. W. Thayer and John E. Moody bought out Pendleton, owned by Thomas Moore since 1836. Bufford 
worked as the primary artist and general manager of the new company, B. W. Thayer & Co., which was one of the first color lithographers in the U.S.—producing 
work from several stones as early as 1843 or 1844. When Thayer left the company in 1845, the firm became J. H. Bufford & Co. Bufford was one of the most im-
portant lithographers in antebellum America—his work encompassing city views, posters, book illustrations, sheet music covers, and prints for framing. Early in 
their careers, both Winslow Homer and Francis D’Avignon worked for Bufford. In 1865, Bufford's sons Frank and John Henry Jr. became partners in his company. 
Following their father’s death in 1870, the brothers continued operating the firm until the early 1900s.

OCLC records just three examples of this print, at the AAS, the Boston Athenaeum, and UC Santa Barbara.

REFERENCES: “Nathaniel Banks,” American Battlefield Trust online; Pierce, Sally and Catharina Slautterback. Boston Lithography, 1825-1880 (Boston, 1991), pp. 
130–32.

Item #8775 $1500.00
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“WE STAND ON THE EVE OF A BLACK REVOLUTION”: 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND H. RAP BROWN 

ON THE SNCC

10.    Carmichael, Stokeley, et. al. Black Power : SNCC Speaks 
for Itself : A Collection of Interviews and Statements. Ann Ar-
bor, Michigan: The Radical Education Project, [ca. 1967]. Book-
let, 11” x 8.5”, illustrated yellow wrappers, staple binding. 9 pp. 
CONDITION: Very good-, slight soiling and .25” tear to upper 
wrapper, final leaf detached at one staple; no lower wrapper, 
though unclear if it originally had one. 

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
formed in 1960 in the wake of a series of lunch counter and uni-
versity sit-ins, and quickly rose to prominence, with an early ac-
knowledgement from Martin Luther King, Jr., who stated that: 
“What is new in your fight is the fact that it was initiated, fed, 
and sustained by students.” During the 1960s “there were more 
SNCC field secretaries working full time in southern communi-
ties than any civil rights organization before or since” (Cobb). 
The organization partnered briefly with the Black Panthers 

This collection of statements and interviews opens with a dis-
cussion of “The Basis of Black Power,” introduced with a touch 
of irony as “A working paper prepared by members of SNCC 
in Winter 1965–66,” which, “according to the NY Times of 5 
August 1966, from which this is taken,…serves as the basis for 
SNCC’s ‘black power’ philosophy.” What follows are state-
ments by Stokely Carmichael and his successor as Chairman of 
the SNCC, H. Rap Brown (whose statement was made “minutes 
before he was arrested in the Washington, D.C. airport on 26 
July, 1967”), and an interview with Brown, which was originally 
published in July, 1967.

The Radical Education Project was founded in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan by activists from Students for a Democratic Society, 
and operated from 1966 into the early 1970s. It published works 
on women’s liberation, capitalism, class conflict, imperial-
ism, and the Third World with the goal of strengthening “the 
movement toward a new left in America” (Radical Education 
Project”).

REFERENCES: Cobb, Charlie. “The Story of SNCC,” Digital 
SNCC Gateway online; “Radical Education Project publications, 
1961-1969,” University of Michigan Library online.

Item #8473 $1,000.00
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ANNUAL ANTI-SLAVERY BAZAAR, 
LATER TOUTED AS A “FASHIONABLE SHOPPING RESORT” 

BY HARRIET BEECHER STOWE

11.    Chapman, Maria Weston, et. al. The Fourteenth National Anti-Slav-
ery Bazaar, Faneuil Hall… Boston: American Anti-Slavery Society, [1848]. 
Bifolium, 8.25” x 5”. CONDITION: Very good, old fold marks. 

A rare circular enumerating the many appealing goods to be obtained at the 1848 
Anti-Slavery Bazaar, organized by prominent female members of the American 
Anti-Slavery Society.

The Fourteenth Anti-Slavery Bazaar was scheduled to open on December 
21st, 1848, with “more varied and beautiful” offerings than any previous 
year, ranging from “every kind of Berlin worsted, silk, cotton tapestry” etc. 
to works on paper, bronzes, busts, paintings, “Knitted Window Curtains, 
Quilts, Sofa-nets, Screens and Toilet Cushions,” clothing for women and 
babies, toys and dolls from Paris, “British Flowers, Mosses, Lichens and 
Grasses, b[e]autifully arranged,” and so on. For sale at “the book-table 
(right of the Rostrum)” would be the latest issue of the Bazaar’s literary 
publication, The Liberty Bell, containing works by Elizabeth Barrett Brown-
ing, Harriet Martineau, William Lloyd Garrison, and “other distinguished 
persons.” The bazaar featured speakers “every evening after the 21st, 22d, 
and 23d.”

First organized in 1834 by the American Anti-Slavery Society, the Na-
tional Anti-Slavery Bazaar quickly became an international “nexus of 
commerce and social activism,” as well as—in Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 
words—“decidedly the most fashionable shopping resort of the holidays” 
(Thorne-Murphy, p. 116). Among the most prominent organizers of the 
event was Maria Weston Chapman, who saw it as a means of influencing 
public opinion—the only tactic that she considered capable of bringing 
slavery to an end. Chapman’s goal for the fourteenth bazaar was to raise 
$10,000, which she planned to spend “neither in compensation, coloni-
zation, nor political partisanship…It will be spent in Propagandism” (p. 
117). The circular is signed in type by Chapman and eleven female co-orga-
nizers, including Helen E. Garrison (the wife of William Lloyd Garrison), 
author Eliza Lee Follen, and philanthropist Sarah B. Shaw.

No examples recorded in OCLC.

REFERENCES: Thorne-Murphy, Leslee. Bazaar Literature: Charity, Advocacy, 
and Parody in Victorian Social Reform Fiction (Oxford University Press, 2002).

Item #8361 $475.00
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OUTSTANDING SWING-ERA JAZZ 
PHOTO ALBUM-SCRAPBOOK 

KEPT BY “A FINE CAT”

12.    Cook, Dale “Lucky” M., compiler. [Photo album/scrapbook 
documenting the Swing Era scene and African American mu-
sicians.] Scrapbook [cover title]. U.S.; Canada, 1939–1947. Folio 
(15.5” x 12.5”), embossed brown paper boards. Total of 62 original 
photographs, two being duplicates, approx. 4.75” x 3” to 8.125” x 
10”, including 39 photos mounted on 34 leaves, all now loose and 
each in a mylar sleeve, and 23 additional loose photos; many photos 
inscribed, some with photographer’s stamp on the verso; 7 clipped 
photo-illustrations, 3 clipped articles, 1 typed set list with notes in 
pencil, 1 cabaret dance handbill, 1 club membership card, 1 typed 
document authorizing William Morris Agency to act as “our person-
al representative” for an engagement at Club Laurine, Los Angeles, 
signed by Cook and dated 28 April 1944. CONDITION: Loose photos 
generally good with occasional patches of damage and dampstaining, 
very good tonality; most mounted photos with some damage to the 
right edge, but images largely unaffected, a few with more extensive 
damage, photos wuth strong tonality overall; most leaves partially 
dampstained, 2 half leaves excised. 

An extensive and highly evocative album compiled by a prolific jazz dou-
ble-bassist, comprising sixty-two photos and related ephemera, including 
photos of Count Basie and a young Nat King Cole; documenting a handful 
of Black and white female jazz musicians, and featuring considerable Roy 
Milton Band content. 

The compiler of this scrapbook, Dale “Lucky” M. Cook, was a be-
loved jazz double-bassist who was active during the Swing Era (ap-
prox. 1930–45) and kept the company of Count Basie, Vernon Brown, 
Candy Candido, Roy Milton, and numerous others. An affable-look-
ing man, Cook is variously shown with and without a mustache, and 
playing or holding his double-bass, which he affectionately named 
Anastasia (one photo is captioned “Me and Anastasia”). Spanning 
from the late 1930s to the late ‘40s, this scrapbook is an appealing 
document of the Swing jazz scene from New York to Vancouver to 
Hollywood. A cast of influential characters—male and female, Black 
and white—are pictured throughout: Nat King Cole, Johnny Miller, 
Oscar Moore, Count Basie, Charlie Barnet Band, Roy Milton’s Band, 
Bill Renaldi, Eddy Davis, Billy Bell, singer Peggy Goodman, Belgium 
drummer Jo Duchateau, singer June Richmond, pianist Camille How-
ard, Allen Tomm, Al Donahue’s Boys, and the Gerald Wells Orchestra. 
In several photos, Cook is the only white member of whatever band 

https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/8588/dale-lucky-m-cook-compiler/photo-album-scrapbook-documenting-the-swing-era-scene-and-african-american-musicians-scrapbook


he is playing with, and while a number of white musicians are featured in these 
images, African Americans musicians predominate. Several interracial groups 
are identified by Cook as “my band,” and in a shot that captures Cook’s “first 
band,” he and the all-white members wear skirts while performing. One image 
features Cook with a woman named Georgie, possibly his partner.

Many pivotal jazz venues of this exuberant era are pictured (the locations of 
some noted in the inscriptions): Sugar Hill (Hollywood), the Apollo Theater 
(NY), the Paramount Theatre (NY), Club Alabam (LA), Circle Club (Holly-
wood), Club Lido (San Francisco), Roll Inn (Seattle), Plantation Club (LA), Tri-
anon Ballroom (Seattle), Roseland Ballroom (NY), Orpheum Theatre (Boston), 
Jantzen Beach (Portland, OR), Florentine Gardens (Hollywood), Pirates Den 
(Hollywood), The Troc (Vancouver), 333 Club (Hollywood), Plantation Club 
(LA), Cotton Club (St. Louis), Lows State Theatre (Chicago), and the Savoy 
Ballroom (Chicago). During this period, jazz musicians were often hired to ac-
company burlesque shows, and several photos here picture both musicians and 
burlesque dancers. While audiences tend to be predominately white, several 
Black audience members are seen in a number of shots. In the case of Seattle’s 
Trianon Ballroom, the band appears to have played to U.S. servicemen. 

Included here are a number of signed and inscribed photos presented to Cook 
by the likes of Red Callender (inscribed “One of the greatest people I know”), 
Roy Milton (“All the best to one of the best”), Al Mitchell (“Lots of success 
with our bass”), Candy Candido (“All the best in my three voices, always”), 
Vernon Brown (“To my boy Lucky”), Ricky Mason (“Lafayette—thank God 
you were there”), Russell Jones (“A fine cat and friend stay with your bass”), 
Mick Mack (“Because I get your kicks”), Stone & Barton (“Here’s hoping your 
slapping your bass instead of the mah-‘agony’ bar the next time we see you”), 
and Marque & Marquette. Many of the most effusive inscriptions are by drum-
mers, with whom Cook would have had a natural rapport in holding-down the 
rhythm section. 

Among the ephemera included here are: a letter signed by Cook on April 28th, 
1944 authorizing the William Morris Agency, Inc. to represent him for a period 
of one month at Club Laurine in Los Angeles; an envelope sent to Cook at a Ho-
tel in New Mexico; a typed music set-list with amendments made in pencil; a 
newspaper clipping celebrating the life and work of Jimmy Blanton, who was a 
bassist for Duke Ellington; and a clipping featuring saxophonist Coleman Haw-
kins, who is dubbed “the world’s top saxophonist” for “20 years” (the presence 
of this clipping suggesting Cook may have also worked with him). Judging by 
Cook’s scattered appearances in newspapers, he played well into the 1950s.

A rich survival of the Swing Era by a bassist who held his own among jazz greats and 
toured extensively. 

Item #8588 $4,500.00
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100 POPULAR MINSTREL SONGS 
PUBLISHED IN PHILADELPHIA, 1884

13.    Crosby, Fanny, et. al. Songs From the Cotton Fields. Phil-
adelphia: W. F. Shaw, 1884. Sm 8vo (7.375” x 5.5”), illustrated 
brown wrappers. [96] pp., pub. ads. on inner wrappers. CONDI-
TION: Very good, a few cracks at spine and small tears to edges 
of wrappers, very occasional light foxing to contents. 

A collection of popular minstrel songs presented as cotton field origi-
nals, including several pieces by female lyricists.

This volume, whose front cover illustration pictures African 
Americans in a cotton field looking awfully like blackface min-
strels, embraces a hundred pieces, all “Sung by Leading Min-
strels,” and many in dialect. Although the title and cover-illustra-
tion suggest the volume is a collection of African American work 
songs and field hollers, the pieces are credited to leading white 
composers of the day, and all are copyrighted by the publisher, 
Philadelphia-based music dealer and supplies manufacturer W. F. 
Shaw. Both lyrics and musical notation for a vocalist are given for 
each piece, all bearing the notice: “This Complete Song to be had 
of any music dealer, or will be mailed, Post-paid,” for the price 
of thirty or fourty cents. Songs include “Jamie are you Coming?” 
(credited to Charles Heywood); “I’s Gwine to Alabama” (“Words 
by Geo. M. Vickers. Music by Adam Geibel”), and “I Guess You 
Have All Been There” (a “serio-comic song” by J. P. Skelly). The 
earliest song in the volume, copyrighted in 1874, is called “Now 
or Never,” with lyrics by “Miss Katie Belle Wichman” and music 
by E. Mack. The volume also includes “Meet me, Darling, by the 
Mill,” a late-career composition by the famous poet, lyricist, and 
mission worker Fanny Crosby, with music by choral composer 
Hart Pease Danks. Other composers represented include Harry 
Angelo (a well-known blackface minstrel performer), Thomas P. 
Westendorf, Fred Lyons, and Ida Scott Taylor.

Item #8704 $325.00
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RARE REVOLUTIONARY WAR ‘SIZE LIST’ 
DESCRIBING TWO 

AFRICAN AMERICAN SOLDIERS

14.    A Descriptive List of Capt. James Tisdales 
Compy 3rd Massachusts… Quarters, New Boston, 
[New York], 3 February 1782. Manuscript on laid 
paper, 16.25” x 13.375”. Docketed on verso. CONDI-
TION: Very good. 

A rare Revolutionary War descriptive list or “size list” 
recording the names and associated particulars of the for-
ty-seven members of a company in the 3rd Massachusetts 
Regiment, including two African American soldiers, 
compiled while the unit was encamped on the Hudson 
River north of New York.

Far less common than muster rolls, descriptive lists 
are also considerably more informative, recording, 
as here, not only the name of each soldier, but also 
his age, height, complexion, hair color, eye color, oc-
cupation, home town, date of enlistment, period of 
enlistment, and the name of the person who enlisted 
him. The list offered here is particularly notable for 
the inclusion of two men, Thomas Dean and Moses 
Gardner, whose complexion is described as black. 
Dean was a twenty year old cordwinder (shoemak-
er) from Dorchester, five feet, nine inches tall, with 
black eyes and black hair, who enlisted on May 2nd, 
1781 for a period of three years. Gardner was a six-
teen year old blacksmith from Dartmouth, five feet, 
one inch tall, with black eyes and black hair, who 
enlisted for three years on April 4th, 1781.

Moses Gardner appears on a list of Massachusetts 
men raised to serve in the Continental Army on 
December 2nd, 1780. He went to Springfield the 
following May. Gardner served the majority of his 
time under Captain Tisdale, and appears on muster 
rolls in 1781 and 1782 at Camp Phillipsburg, Camp 
Peekskill, Camp Highlands, and New Boston. A 
surviving descriptive list dated several months later 
than the one offered here lists his occupation as 
simply “yeoman” and “laborer.” He was discharged 
on December 17th, 1783, shortly after the regiment 
dissolved.

https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/8881/a-descriptive-list-of-capt-james-tisdales-compy-3rd-massachusts


Thomas Dean was similarly recruited on June 5th, 1780, with an initial term of six months, and arrived in Springfield just a month later. In February, 1781, follow-
ing his initial service as a Private in Lieut. Col. Whiting’s Company of the 6th Massachusetts Regiment, he re-enlisted for a three year term, receiving a bounty 
from the town of Dighton and, after a brief stint under Captain Tew in the 2nd Regiment, joined Captain Tisdale in the 3rd Regiment. Like Gardner, Dean appears 
on records from Camp Peekskill, Camp Phillipsburg, Camp Highlands, and New Boston, in most instances reporting as a brigade wagoner. He was discharged on 
November 1st, 1783.

James Tisdale was a hatter by trade who, on April 19th, 1775, answered the Lexington Alarm as part of Captain Sabin Mann’s Medfield militia, afterwards enlist-
ing and serving most of the next several years in Col. John Greaton’s (sometimes Groton) 3rd Massachusetts regiment, where he would have seen action at the 
Battles of Bunker Hill, Trois-Rivières, Valcour Island, and Saratoga. In 1780 he became Captain of the 5th Company of the same regiment, spending much of 1781 
and 1782 in the Hudson Valley region—what Washington called the “Key of America”—at West Point, Camp Phillipsburg, Camp Peekskill, Camp Highlands, and 
New Boston, where he appears on muster rolls for both January and February of 1782, by that time captaining the 3rd Company. The regiment was disbanded on 
November 3rd, 1783, after which Tisdale bought a farm in Walpole, Massachusetts, married, and had three daughters. 

Notwithstanding several early and ineffectual attempts to prevent Black Americans from serving in the military—including a short-lived order from George Wash-
ington himself, issued in November of 1775 stating that “Neither Negroes, Boys unable to bare Arms, nor old men unfit to endure the fatigues of the campaign, 
are to be inlisted”—the Revolutionary War saw the most highly integrated American military until President Truman signed Executive Order 9981, two years 
after the close of World War II.Black and Native American soldiers in the Continental Army received the same pay, provisions, and other necessities as their white 
comrades. Injustices remained, however: not to mention those who were forced by white owners to serve in their steads, African Americans were more often com-
pelled to enlist than whites, and were confined, both on land and at sea, to lower-ranking positions. In the North, many enslaved African Americans were prom-
ised freedom following their service, and, as one scholar notes, the “major loyalty” of Black soldiers in the Revolutionary War was neither to a “place nor a people, 
but to a principle. Insofar as he had freedom of choice, he was likely to join the side that made him the quickest and best offer in terms of those ‘unalienable rights’ 
of which Mr. Jefferson had spoken” (Kaplan, p. 3). Although accurate numbers are difficult to obtain, it is generally agreed that some 5,000 Black men fought for 
American independence, participating in every major battle of the war and most, if not all, minor engagements. “It was during the Revolutionary War that black 
men were introduced into the armed services, and here began their history of achievements and of heroism which has to a great extent been omitted from books of 
American history” (Greene, p. 3). 

A rare “descriptive list” providing evidence of African American engagement in the War of Independence.

REFERENCES: “10 Facts: Black Patriots in the American Revolution,” American Battlefield Trust online; Greene, Robert Ewell. Black Defenders of America : 1775-
1973 (Chicago, 1974); Kaplan, Sidney. The Black Presence in the Era of the American Revolution 1770-1800 (National Portrait Gallery, 1973); Massachusetts Soldiers and 
Sailors in the Revolutionary War, 1775-1801 (Boston, 1896), Vol. 4, pp. 621-622, Vol. 6, p. 274, Vol. 15, pp. 783-784. 

Item #8881 $6,500.00
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SCARCE AFRICAN AMERICAN BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
FROM DETROIT, 1935

15.    Directory of the Booker T. Washington Trade Association. Detroit, 
Michigan, 1935. 8vo (8.875” x 5.875”), dark green illustrated wrappers. 64 
pp., numerous b&w illus., ads on wrappers. Printing error on pp. 13–14, 
some of missing text from p. 13 diagonally printed in lower left corner of p. 
14. CONDITION: Very good, light wear to extremities including one .5” tear 
to right margin of lower wrapper. 

An early directory of the one of the earliest Black chambers of commerce in the 
nation.

“The problem of getting on in this progressive age is largely centered about 
commercial developments; opportunities to earn a livelihood, to secure 
an education and to do everything worth-while, come in the final analy-
sis through jobs. Jobs are essential for our group.” So opens this business 
directory issued by the Booker T. Washington Trade Association, which was 
founded in 1930 by W. H. Peck “for the purpose of promoting trade among 
Negroes in the area of Greater Detroit.” It operated in consort with its aux-
iliary organization—founded by Mrs. F. B. Peck—the Detroit Housewives 
League. Following brief histories of both organizations, their joint “Declara-
tion of Principles,” and lists of the various branch officers, are some for-
ty-five pages of ads, for attorneys, nurses, undertakers, hairdressers, tailors, 
jewelers, real estate, medical practitioners, music teachers, photographers, 
and so on. The volume is illustrated with an image of “Lifting the Veil,” the 
famous statue of Booker T. Washington showing his fellow African Amer-
ican the way—as the inscription at its base reads—“to progress through 
education and industry.” 

The organization remains an active African American Chamber of Com-
merce, and is now known as the Booker T. Washington Business Association.

OCLC records just three examples of this 1935 directory, at New York Public 
Library, Yale, and Emory; we locate an additional holding at the Detroit 
Public Library.

Item #8797 $575.00
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EARLY PRINTING OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS’S 
MY BONDAGE AND MY FREEDOM

16.    Douglass, Frederick. My Bondage and My Freedom. Part I.—Life as 
a Slave. Part II—Life as a Freeman. [“Seventeenth Thousand” printed at 
head of title]. New York and Auburn: Miller, Orton & Mulligan, 1856. Sm 8vo 
(7.75” x 5.5”), brown cloth, gilt spine title, blindstamped covers. Frontis., xxxi, 
[32]–464 pp., bookseller ticket of “John S. Andrews, Bookseller & Stationer No. 
140 Nassau-St. New York” on front pastedown. Early ownership inscription 
reading “Elijah Holton’s book, Hack. Grant” on ffep. Engraved frontis. port. by 
“J.C. Buttre from a daguerreotype.” With facsimile signature below port. CON-
DITION: Good, extremities worn, foot of spine chipped, spine sunned, some 
spotting to spine and front cover, lower front inner hinge cracked but sound 
binding overall, frontis. tissue guard and title foxed, moderate foxing thereafter. 

An 1856 printing (“Seventeenth Thousand”) of Douglass’s renowned autobiography 
which first appeared the previous year, a profound critique of the injustices of slavery 
and among his greatest literary achievements.

One of the most popular slave narratives of the nineteenth century (the first 
printing sold around 5,000 copies in two days), My Bondage and My Freedom 
expanded on the author’s Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass of 1845 and 
added an account of his life as a free public intellectual. Published two years 
after Harriet Beecher Stowe’s sensational Uncle Tom’s Cabin, a year after the 
disastrous Kansas-Nebraska Act, and in the midst of the border war in the 
Kansas-Missouri region over the future of slavery, Douglass’s narrative posits 
the violence of slavery as the central concern for all American citizens, and its 
fate—to be or not to be—as the prime determinant of the tumultuous nation’s 
future. The publication of My Bondage and My Freedom firmly established its 
author as a master of American letters whose efforts here constitute nothing less 
than “a song born of dark memories converted into soaring literacy, a political 
argument with America’s conscience, and an appeal by the risen slave testify-
ing to his own sufferings and making witness to the crimes of a guilty land” 
(Blight).

REFERENCES: Douglass, Frederick. My Bondage and My Freedom: Introduction 
and Notes by David W. Blight (New Haven: Yale UP, 2014), p. xxix.
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FIRST EDITION 
OF DU BOIS'S BLACK RECONSTRUCTION

17.    Du Bois, W. E. Burghardt. Black Reconstruction : An Essay Toward A 
History of the Part Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct 
Democracy in America, 1860-1880. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
1935. 8vo (8.75” x 6”), black cloth over boards, silver author, title, and publisher 

at spine. Deckled edges. [10], 746 pp. Early ownership inscription at top of 
ffep: “James Wesley Ashfard[?] Jr.” CONDITION: Very good-, extremities 
lightly rubbed, partial separation at lower hinge, occasional pencil and ink 
markings and annotations throughout. 

First edition of this pioneering work on the role of Black Americans during Re-
construction by one of the most important thinkers and activists of the twentieth 
century.

In the wake of censorship by the Encyclopedia Britannica of Du Bois’s char-
acterization of Reconstruction in an article he was asked to contribute on 
“the American negro,” (MacDonald) this study restored “the chief witness 
in Reconstruction, the emancipated slave himself,” to the historical record. 
Against the white scholarly consensus attributing “the faults and failures 
of Reconstruction to Negro ignorance and corruption,” Du Bois made the 
then-revolutionary argument that “it was Negro loyalty and the Negro vote 
alone that restored the South to the Union” (Parfait, p. 271), and that Recon-
struction constituted “the finest effort to achieve democracy for the working 
millions which this world had ever seen.” Black Reconstruction is a “land-
mark in American Historiography” and widely regarded as “the definitive 
work” on the central role of African Americans in Reconstruction.

REFERENCES: Aptheker 1964; Blockson 2426; Blockson, One Hundred and 
One Influential Books 72; Howe and Lewis 2934; Weinstein, Randy. Against the 
Tide : Commentaries on a Collection of African Americana 1711–1987 234; Mac-
Donald, William. “The American Negro’s Part in the Reconstruction Years,” 
The New York Times, June 16, 1935; Parfait, Claire. “Rewriting History: The 
Publication of W. E. B. Du Bois’s ‘Black Reconstruction in America’ (1935),” 
Book History, Vol. 12 (2009).
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REGIMENTAL HISTORY OF THE FIRST 
BLACK VOLUNTEER UNIT

18.    Emilio, Luis F. History of the Fifty-Fourth Regiment of Massachusetts 
Volunteer Infantry, 1863–1865. Boston: The Boston Book Company, 1891. 8vo 
(8.5” x 6”) original navy cloth, gilt title to spine and upper cover. [ii], frontis., 
[iii]–xvi, 410 pp., numerous b&w plates and maps, 2 folding maps, 15” x 4.75” 
and 5.5” x 15”. Early bookplate of “John M. Glidden” on front pastedown. Very 
good, a bright, attractive and solid copy, with minimal wear. 

First edition of this important history of the first African American regiment 
raised after the Emancipation Proclamation and the first to consist entirely of 
free Black volunteers from the North, by one of its white officers. The most 
renowned of the African American units to fight in the Civil War, the 54th 
was commanded by Boston abolitionist Robert Gould Shaw and included two 
of Frederick Douglass’s sons. The regiment is remembered for assailing Fort 
Wagner (at the entrance of Charleston Harbor) in 1863—during which it lost 
the battle, and half of the regiment was killed or wounded. Weeks later, the 
regiment successfully captured the fort. The unit’s success led to the creation of 
more Black Union regiments. The 54th’s assault on Fort Wagner was the subject 
of the movie Glory (1989).

“To the present generation of the race from which the Fifty-Fourth Massachu-
setts volunteers was recruited, the history of the regiment should have peculiar 
interest. The author’s treatment of the subject is simple and straightforward, 
with hardly a word of eulogy; and yet the plain narrative of the soldierly 
achievement of this black regiment is better evidence of the manly qualities of 
the race than volumes of rhetoric and panegyric could convey” (Publisher’s 
preface, p. ix).

REFERENCES: Afro-Americana 3486; Blockson 3033; Howe and Lewis 2616; 
Dornbusch MA-401; Kuryla Peter. “54th Regiment U.S. Military” at Britannica 
online.
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ORDER OF RELIEF FOR AN ABANDONED 
FIVE YEAR OLD BLACK GIRL 

IN PENNSYLVANIA, 1812

19.    Eynes, Isaac, et al. [Manuscript order of relief for an abandoned Black girl.] 
Delaware County, PA, 6 August 1812. 1 p., 8.25” x 7.5”. CONDITION: Very good, old 
folds, moderate wear. 

A manuscript letter written by a Delaware County Justice of the Peace demanding that an 
orphaned black girl be taken to “the Poor House” and suitably provided for.

This letter was sent by two Justices of the Peace in Delaware County, Pennsylvania 
to the “Constable of the township of Darby and the ‘Directors of…the House of 
Employment ‘for the County of Delaware,’” and concerns an abandoned Black girl. 
Susanah was “about five years of age” when she was left parentless and without 
“any means” for her “maintenance” at the house of “Mary Prier of Darby.” The letter 
directs the Constable to bring Susannah to the Delaware County “House of Employ-
ment” for support of the poor and destitute in the region. The Constable must ensure 
that Susannah is delivered “to the Director…or their Steward who is hereby required 
to receive her into their Care into sd House and to make suitable provisions for her 
until she can be otherwise provided for.”

Typically “foundling” orphans like Susanah would have been abandoned by poor 
unmarried mothers, but according to the report by “Mary Prier,” Susanah was left 
at her doorstep by both of her parents. Unfortunately, at this period, she would not 
have been permitted into a white orphanage and instead, along with other Black 
children, she would have been housed with Black and white adults at a larger alms-
house in Delaware County. Throughout the colonial period and well into the nine-
teenth century, almshouses (also known as poorhouses), were intended to cultivate 
the character and skill of the impoverished, and “offered food, shelter, clothing, and 
medical care to the poorest and most vulnerable, often in exchange for hard labor 
and forfeiture of freedom” (Kaktins). But by the early nineteenth century, through 
continuous corruption and pernicious profit motives, poorhouses earned the sor-

did reputation of being “a human dumping ground into which derelicts of every description were thrown” (Allen). Research on poorhouses in Philadelphia County 
(county bordering Delaware) has shown that “Blacks were a minority of the inmate population; yet…their numbers grew as the century advanced” and “non-urban 
African Americans…were…more likely than whites admitted in connection with either old age or youth” (Bourque). In Pennsylvania in particular, non-urban Black 
folks would typically be placed in non-urban almshouses, “including Bucks, Chester, Delaware, and Montgomery Counties. Countryside institutions became necessary 
as cities passed poor laws specifying that the infirm and impoverished seeking aid could only obtain it from the county in which they had legal residence” (Kaktins). 
To address the concerns surrounding the housing of destitute Black children with significantly older adults, ten years after Susanah’s Order of Relief, a Philadelphian 
society of Quaker women opened “the Association for the Care of Colored Orphans, also known simply as ‘The Shelter,’ in 1822, at Forty-Fourth Street and Haverford 
Road [Philadelphia]. The Shelter cared for both boys and girls and offered a homelike environment” (Caldwell).

REFERENCES: Allen, Sarah K. “The History of the Poorhouse” (2016) at Primary Research online; Bourque, Monique. “Populating the Poorhouse: a Reassessment of 
Poor Relief in the Antebellum Delaware Valley,” Pennsylvania History: A Journal of Mid-Atlantic Studies, Vol. 70, No. 3 (2003): pp. 235–67; Caldwell, Holly. “Orphanages 
and Orphans” (2017) in The Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia online; Kaktins, Mara. “Almshouses (Poorhouses)” (2016) in The Encyclopedia of Greater Philadel-
phia online.
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SCARCE EDITION 
OF THIS 1971 BLACK WORKERS’ MANIFESTO

20.    [Forman, James?] Manifesto of the Black Workers 
Congress. Yellow Springs, Ohio: The Big Bill Haywood 
Bookstore Collective, [1971]. 4to, 11” x 8.5”, yellow 
self-wrappers with title and illustration in red, staple 
binding. 16 pp., b&w illus. throughout. CONDITION: 
Very good, very light wear and occasional minor soiling. 

This manifesto was issued in advance of the first “in-
ternational education and planning conference” of the 
Black Workers Congress, scheduled to take place on 
August 21st and 22nd (the anniversaries of the slave 
rebellions of Nat Turner and Toussaint Louverture). It 
opens with brief discussions of Black economic repre-
sentation and mobility (or lack thereof), and outlines 
the thirty-two general objectives and eight multi-faceted 
program objectives of the Congress for the year 1971, 
including several points of “Suggested Ideas” and a de-
tailed “Fund Raising Policy.” A “Statement of Principles 
That Govern Our Revolutionary Work” and “Methods of 
Carrying Out Revolutionary Work” close the volume.

The Black Workers Congress was founded in December 
of 1970 to support and expand the League of Revolu-
tionary Black Workers through the creation of “revo-
lutionary Black caucuses, Chicano and Puerto Rican 
revolutionary caucuses, Third World labor alliances, 
independent revolutionary union movements and other 
forms of revolutionary labor association[s] that will 
seek to break the strangle-hold of the reactionary labor 
bureaucrats and the capitalistic class collaborators…” 
James Forman, author of the famous 1969 “Black Mani-
festo,” was a leading organizer and executive secretary 
of the Congress, and likely authored this document as 
well.

OCLC records editions published in Detroit and High-
land Park, Illinois, as well as this Yellow Springs edition, 
all published in 1971. Just four examples of the present 
edition are recorded, at Stanford, Yale, Northwestern, 
and the University of Michigan.
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BLACK LIBERATION DOCUMENTARY FILM CATALOG, 
INCLUDING PRISON INTERVIEWS WITH 

ANGELA DAVIS AND BOBBY SEALE

21.    Free All Political Prisoners! New York and San Francisco: 
American Documentary Films, ca. 1971. Brochure, 8.5” x 3.75”, six 
illus. panels on single blue sheet. CONDITION: Very good. 

A catalog of Black liberation films, with sale and rental prices, on 
three prominent political prisoners (Angela Davis, Bobby Seale, 
and David Hilliard) as well as on “Those Who Were Killed” (Mal-
colm X and Martin Luther King, Jr.) and other “Related” subjects, 
including Huey Newton, Black Vietnam War veterans, and the 1968 
Chicago Democratic National Convention protests. “Angela: Like It 
Is” includes an interview with Davis in which she describes prison 
conditions shortly after her arrest in December of 1970, as well as a 
“televised panel discussion” with “attorney Margaret Burnham, ed-
itor Joe Walker of Mohammed Speaks, and Charlene Mitchell, a leader 
of the Angela Davis Defense Committee and former presidential 
candidate for the Communist Party.” “Stagolee–A Conversation 
with Bobby Seale In Prison” covers systemic racism, poverty, and 
fascism, as well as “his vision for the development of his people and 
a just society.” Numerous political prisoners, including Eldridge 
Cleaver, Ruchell McGee, Rap Brown, and the Soledad Brothers, are 
named on the front panel.

American Documentary Films, Inc., was a non profit educational 
organization “dedicated to the production and distribution of films 
which explore the causes and effects of social problems and stimu-
late a public search for solutions.” In addition to Black Liberation, 
the organization offered films on capitalism, imperialism, Vietnam, 
histories of and movements in “Cuba, Spain & Latin America,” 
“China,” Russia, Africa, and more. In their own words: “We feel that 
the mass media of the United States has largely shirked this social 
duty in the interest of making money. Therefore, our emphasis is on 
education, not profit…Through your purchase or rental of an ADF 
film, you participate in the creation of increased social awareness in 
the United States.”

No copies recorded in OCLC. We locate one example, at UMass 
Amherst.

REFERENCES: “American Documentary Films, Inc.,” at Northeast-
ern University online.
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NEWSPAPER EXTRA 
WITH LETTERS FROM AFRICAN AMERICANS 

RECENTLY EMIGRATED TO HAITI, 1862

22.    Geffrard, Fabre; James Redpath, et al. The Pine and 
Palm. “An Extra Leaf.” Boston: 13 February 1862. Broad-
sheet, 24” x 18.5”, 2 pp. CONDITION: Good, numerous 
separations along old folds, .125” loss at upper and lower 
quarter of sheet, no loss of sense. 

A scarce supplement to this controversial and short-lived news-
paper, brimming with news of current and upcoming African 
American immigrants to Haiti.

This supplement opens with “Notes on the Movement” 
from the “Haytian Bureau Department”—that is, the 
proprietor of the Pine and Palm, Scottish-born abolitionist 
and journalistic firebrand James Redpath—which report 
the departure of three groups of immigrants to Haiti 
“within thirty days” and prognosticate “a very large 
emigration this Spring. Letters from Emigrants published 
in The Pine and Palm have everywhere aroused anew an 
enthusiasm for this the greatest anti-slavery movement 
of the age. Courage! friends, courage and faith!” Satisfied 
letters from recent arrivals in Haiti fill several columns, 
addressing such subjects as “Cattle, Horses, Crops, &c.,” 
the “Causes of Sickness,” the city of Port-au-Prince, and 
“How Emigrants Fare.” Sections on the verso include 
missives “From Returned Emigrants,” a query and reply 
regarding the status of interracial couples in Haiti (they 
“will be, as they have been, regarded by the Bureau as 
members of the class invited to become Citizens of Hay-
ti”), and reprintings of Haitian President Fabre Geffrard’s 
“Call for Emigration,” along with the “Laws of Emigra-
tion.”

Before it was purchased and renamed by Redpath in 
early 1860, The Pine and Palm was the Weekly Anglo-Afri-
can, founded in 1859 by Thomas Hamilton, a Black New 
Yorker who ran it as an open forum for African Americans 
“to give vent to our opinions and feelings…to compare 
notes with each other…to discus the best plans to pur-
sue, to sympathize if suffering come, to rejoice if victory 
come” (Fielder et al). When Redpath took over the paper, 
it became the primary organ for the movement of Hai-
tian colonization. In contrast to many abolitionists, who 

https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/7328/fabre-geffrard-james-redpath/the-pine-and-palm-an-extra-leaf


opposed colonization schemes, and unlike the American Colonization Society, 
which promoted African colonization (often for racist reasons), Redpath cham-
pioned Haiti as the country where

the Black and the man of color are indisputed lords…where neither laws, 
nor prejudice, nor historical memories press cruelly on persons of African 
descent; where the people whom America degrades and drives from her are 
rulers, judges, and generals…authors, artists, and legislators.” (A Guide to 
Hayti, p. 9)

After three visits to the island nation in 1859 and 1860, Redpath devised a 
plan with President Geffrard for “inviting an immigration into Hayti of all the 
enlightened and industrious men of African descent” in North America, and be-
came the official diplomatic agent for the cause. The paper’s Black readership, 
however, was unconvinced, publishing a statement in the Christian Recorder that

we firmly, flatly, uncompromisingly oppose, condemn and denounce as 
unfair and unjust, as unwise and as unchristian, the fleeing, colonizing 
efforts urged by James Redpath, the white, seconded by George Lawrence, 
Jr., the black, who is employed by him…[and] we do declare that he is not 
justified in the deceptive policy of placing at the head of the paper, like the 
figure-head of a ship, the name of George Lawrence, Jr., a colored man, al-
though he has him in his employ; nor is he justified as a professed anti-slav-
ery man, in closing the columns of the paper to a discussion of matters of 
public and general interest to the colored people, neither in making person-
al attacks upon individuals without permitting a reply. (May 25, 1861)

Operated by Redpath, financed by the Haitian government, edited—at least 
nominally—by George Lawrence Jr., and printed out of the same building as 
William Lloyd Garrison’s Liberator, The Pine and Palm became what scholars 
Brigitte Fielder, Cassander Smith, and Derrick R. Spires call “a concentrated 
case study of all of the fault lines invoked in the terms ‘black press,’ ‘black print 
culture,’ and ‘black community.’” Hamilton and his brother Robert revived the 
Anglo-American in July of 1861, and joined with Frederick Douglass’s Paper and 
the Provincial Freeman in condemning Redpath and his emigration schemes. The 
Pine and Palm ceased publication later that year. Outside the publishing sphere, 
too, Redpath’s schemes were not felicitous. Frederick Douglass, who had 
shown some initial openness to Haitian colonization, and later served as U.S. 
Minister to Haiti, was ultimately opposed to the project; many of the early im-
migrants soon returned home to the U.S.; and Redpath himself, acknowledging 
that the movement was dead, withdrew in the fall of 1862 to become a Union 
war correspondent.

James Redpath (1833–1891) immigrated to Michigan from Scotland in the late 
1840s. By the early 1850s, he was working for Horace Greeley’s New-York Tri-
bune, and after traveling through the South, conducting interviews with slaves, 
which he eventually published as The Roving Editor: or, Talks with Slaves in the 

Southern States, in 1859. He spent several years reporting in Kansas, where he 
became close friends with John Brown, and it was Brown who convinced Red-
path to move to Boston in 1858. Following Brown’s execution, Redpath was the 
first to publish a biography of the famed abolitionist, The Public Life of Capt John 
Brown (1860). He was a fervent supporter not only of abolition, but of repara-
tions for slavery. Following his failed efforts to promote Haitian colonization 
and his journalistic work during the Civil War, Redpath established the Boston 
Lyceum Bureau, a professional lecturing bureau that represented such promi-
nent speakers as Frederick Douglass, Susan B. Anthony, Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
and Mark Twain.

Holdings in OCLC are identified as electronic and microform, however the 
catalogs of seven institutions—the Library of Congress, AAS, Duke, Cornell, 
Historic New Orleans, Boston Public Library, and University of Texas at Aus-
tin—show that they have the originals, from partial and single issues to, in the 
case of the LOC and AAS, substantial runs.

REFERENCES: Danky 4834; Fielder, Brigitte; Cassander Smith, and Derrick R. 
Spires, eds. “Weekly Ango-African and the Pine and Palm (1861-1862),” Just 
Teach One: Early African Print online.
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“YOUR REAL LIFE DEPENDS 
ON THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY”: 

JEAN GENET ADDRESSES WHITE AMERICA, 1970

23.    Genet, Jean; Judy Oringer, trans. Here and Now 
for Bobby Seale : Essays by JEAN GENET. [New York]: 
Committee to Defend the Panthers, [1970]. 4to (11” x 8.5”), 
pictorial wrappers. [20] pp. CONDITION: Very good. 

Essays included in this volume are “Bobby Seale, the Black 
Panthers and Us White People”; “I Must Begin with an 
Explanation of my Presense [sic] in the United States” (bet-
ter known as Genet’s May Day Speech, delivered before a 
crowd of some 25,000 people demonstrating in support of 
the Black Panthers in New Haven, where Seale was impris-
oned); and “Here and Now for Bobby Seale”; “The Black 
Panthers are Preparing the Revolution with Precipitous 
Care. The Revolution Will Come: Time is at their Service,” 
followed by the Black Panther platform, “What We Want : 
What We Believe” and a lower wrapper ad and subscrip-
tion form for the Black Panther Party Community News 
Service. 

In the spring of 1970, while both Bobby Seale and Huey 
Newton were incarcerated and after Eldridge Cleaver had 
been forced to flee the country, Jean Genet spent some two 
months with the Party, speaking in its support—particu-
larly to white people—at Yale, Columbia, UCLA, Stanford, 
and other institutions and (sometimes televised) venues 
across the country. “Charges of racism and government 
harassment by a writer of Genet’s international stature 
doubtless touched the American conscience and contrib-
uted to favorable trial outcomes for Panther defendants. 
Huey Newton’s conviction for voluntary manslaughter 
was reversed on August 6, 1970; the Panther 21 were exon-
erated on May 13, 1971; less than two weeks later Bobby 
Seale was acquitted; and Angela Davis was found not 
guilty on all counts on June 4, 1972” (Sandarg).

REFERENCES: Sandarg, Robert. “Jean Genet and the Black 
Panther Party,” Journal of Black Studies, Vol. 16, No. 3 (1986): 
p. 281.
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“IF LAUGHING HURTS YOU STAY AT HOME” 
AFRICAN AMERICAN MAGICIAN ELLEN E. ARMSTRONG

24.    Going Fine Since 1889 : Ellen E. Armstrong Magician and Cartoon-
ist Extraordinary… Poster printed in black, green, and red. 26.5” x 21” 
plus margins. CONDITION: Very good, light wear to extremities and a 
couple marginal tears, one 8.5” cloth tape repair to edge on verso. 

A scarce and appealing broadside advertising a show by the first—and for a long 
time only—female African American magician to run her own touring show.

Ellen E. Armstrong, the daughter of John Hartford Armstrong, the “King 
of the Colored Conjurers,” joined his show at the age of six and began 
introducing several of her own segments, including mind-reading (divin-
ing what audience members thought of the person next to them) and what 
would become her signature act, “Chalk Talk,” in which she “told stories 
through squiggles and doodles” (The Griot). Ellen, her father, and his wife 
Lillie Belle performed to great acclaim “along the Atlantic seaboard from 
Key West to Philadelphia and are reputed to have toured in Cuba and Eu-
rope,” usually appearing before African American audiences in churches, 
schools, and colleges, but occasionally before white and mixed-race au-
diences (“Armstrong Family Papers”). One newspaper report advertised 
that “The Armstrongs will tickle your shoe strings and make your big toe 
laugh. They will not pay doctor’s bills if you faint from laughter” (“Arm-
strong Family”). When her father died, the twenty-five-year-old Arm-
strong took over the show, retaining his slogans “Going Fine since 1889” 
and “If laughing hurts you stay at home,” and transforming herself into 
the “Mistress of Modern Magic.” She performed sleight-of-hand tricks, 
mind-reading acts, and cartoon stories for thirty-one more years, and was 
deemed “the most unusual among colored magicians” in a 1949 Ebony 
article on Black sleight-of-hand performers. She retired to South Carolina, 
where she died in 1979.

Featuring a portrait of Armstrong in pearls and puffy sleeves, with her 
elegant fingers on display, this poster announces her to be a “Magician 
and Cartoonist Extraordinary,” and encouraging audiences to join her on 
a “Modern, Marvelous, Matchless Merrymaking March[es] Through Mys-
teryland!” Though undated, this poster was evidently produced following 
her father’s death, for Armstrong’s own show. 

OCLC records just three copies, at the University of Florida, the University 
of South Carolina, and the Library of Congress. A fourth is held at the American Museum of Magic.

REFERENCES: “Armstrong Family Papers, 1900–1930,” University of South Carolina Libraries Digital Collections; “Magicians : Dozen Negroes practice hocus-po-
cus art in tradition of vaudeville heyday,” Ebony, December 1949, p. 72; The Griot, “DAY 27 — ELLEN E. ARMSTRONG,” The American Blackstory online.
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RARE 1864 COMMISSARY DOCUMENT 
FOR THE 117TH U.S. COLORED TROOPS

25.    Griffith, Capt. Peleg T. [Commissary document of 
117th U.S. Colored Troops Company F detailing cloth-
ing acquired.] We, the undersigned Non-commissioned 
Officers, Artificers, Musicians, and Privates of Co. “F” 
117th U.S.C.T., do hereby acknowledge to have received 
of Capt. Peleg T. Griffith the several articles of Clothing 
set opposite our respective names. [Maryland or Virginia?] 
November 1864. Broadside, 22.75” x 18”, printed form filled 
out in manuscript, with printed text on verso. CONDITION: 
Good, a few tiny punctures along old folds, a few light ink 
wash stains at lower left, chipping at margins. 

A rare document detailing clothing acquired by the 117th U.S. 
Colored Troops Company F during the Civil War. The 117th later 
served in Texas along the U.S.-Mexico border until 1867. 

Among the sixty men named in this document are Moses 
Thorton, Orland Goodrich, Sergeant Burril Johnson, Benja-
min Jarrold, Corporal William Thompson, Clay Cassman, 
Godfrey Riddle, Benjamin Royal, Washington Towey, 
Thomas Uriah, Wesley Hewitt, and Lem Brown. Each sol-
dier signs with an “x” next to his name. Listing thirty-three 
articles of clothing, this document records articles acquired 
in November of 1864 by the 117th U.S. Colored Troops 
Company F: stockings for privates (78), infantry bootees 
(27), drawers (26), flannel shirts (13), trousers for privates 
(7), forage caps (6), rubber ponchos (14), and blouses lined 
(1). The final three items (forage caps, rubber ponchos, and 
blouses lined) are added in manuscript to the columns. A 
few printed notes appear below the filled-in document: 
“Mounted men may, at their option, receive one pair of 
‘boots’ and two pairs of ‘bootees,’ instead of four pairs of 
bootees”; “As the Metallic Shoulder Scales, Letters, Num-
ber, Castles, and Shells and Flames, will last for many years, 
they will be borne on the returns as company property, 
in the same manner as are sashes, knapsacks and straps, 
haversacks, canteens and straps, and other articles of camp 
and garrison equipage, and will be charged to the soldier 
only when lost or destroyed through neglect.” On the verso, 
a table lists the fourteen articles of clothing each soldier was 
allowed during his enlistment and his proportion for each 
year respectively, as established by the Secretary of War. 
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Early in 1863, President Abraham Lincoln observed, “The colored population is the great available yet unavailed of force for restoring the Union.” Two months 
later, the War Department issued General Order #143, which sanctioned the creation of the U.S. Colored Troops (USCT). The 117th U.S. Colored Troops was orga-
nized at Covington, Kentucky from July 18th to September 27th, 1864, during which time it was attached to the Military District of Kentucky, Dept. of the Ohio. 
In October of 1864, the 117th was ordered to Baltimore, Maryland, and then to City Point, Virginia, to take part in siege operations at Petersburg and Richmond, 
where it was attached to the Provisional Brigade, 18th Corps, Army of the James, until March 1865. In December 1864, the 117th was attached to 1st Brigade, 1st Di-
vision, 25th Corps. On April 9th, 1865, the 109th, 114th, 116th and 117th U.S. Colored Infantry units were present at Appomattox Courthouse during the surrender 
of Gen. Robert E. Lee. The 117th performed guard duty at Petersburg and City Point, Virginia, from April to June 1865. 

Following the war, the 117th was sent to Texas as part of an American build-up intended to discourage French operations in Mexico. In June, 1865, the unit moved 
to Brazos Santiago, Texas, and in July performed guard duty at Brownsville and on the Rio Grande. The 109th, 114th, 116th, 117th, 118th, and 122nd operated 
along the Rio Grande River until September, 1866. USCT veterans were assigned to various posts to prevent former Confederates from establishing their defeated 
government and army in Mexico. Later, the USCT patrolled the border to stop ongoing violence in Mexico from spilling into the U.S., and to discourage bandits 
and Native Americans from attacking civilian communities. On August 10th, 1867, the 117th was mustered out, the final African American unit to leave the Rio 
Grande.

Capt. Peleg T. Griffith (1836–1918) was twenty-six years old when he enlisted as a private in the 9th Minnesota Infantry, Co. E in August 1862. In July 1864 he 
re-enlisted as a Captain and was commissioned into the 117th U.S. Colored Troops. In 1865 he was discharged in a hospital.

REFERENCES: “117th United States Colored Troops” at Civil War in the East online; “Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail” at The University of Texas Rio Grande 
Valley online.

Item #7785 $1,250.00

RARE PROGRAM FOR AN IMPORTANT MINSTREL SHOW 
WITH A MIXED RACE CAST

26.    Harry Martell’s South Before the War Co. [Ca. 1895]. Booklet, 5.125” x 
3.5,” color-printed wrappers. [10] pp., numerous b&w illus. CONDITION: 
Very good, occasional light (printer’s?) ink smudges. 

A colorful program for what may have been “the first big-time theatrical exhibition of 
up-to-date, ‘ragtime-ready’ black vernacular music and dance,” and whose romanti-
cized presentation of plantation life by African American performers set off a trend in 
showbusiness (Abbott & Seroff, p. 360).

Harry Martell and J. H. Whallen first toured their experimental mixed-race 
production in 1892, the year that Homer Plessy deliberately challenged Loui-
siana’s segregation laws by boarding a whites-only train car in New Orleans. 
The inclusion of African American performers in Martell and Whallen’s show 
lent “a sense of realism” to its sanitized interpretation of plantation life, and 
proved a hit, running throughout the 1890s and spawning a gang of imitators 
that, though burdening Black performers with damagingly sunny stereotypes 
of “plant life,” also provided a platform for “the commercial ascent of African 
American quartet singing” (Abbott & Seroff, pp. 360–61).

This colorful promotional program was likely issued in advance of the 1895 
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season, when the show acquired, as noted here, “its own $12,000 Pullman 
Palace Car” and passed into the sole ownership of Harry Martell, who is 
here named as “Sole Prop. & Mgr.” (The partnership may have resumed, as 
later advertisements again make reference to Whallen and Martell together). 
The season opened at the Buckingham Theatre in Louisville, Kentucky on 
September 16th, and among the acts advertised here are the blackface perfor-
mances of Billy Wolf and Billy Williams as “the Good Old Uncle Eph” and 
“Aunt Chloe,” respectively; “Picking Cotton” (“The original and only show 
of its kind on the American stage”); “Landing of the Robt. E. Lee,” including 
“Fifty Sugar-rolling, Cotton Stowing, Hilarious, Hallelujah, Howling, Genu-
ine Southern Darkies…True to River-Life in Every Essential Detail”; “Thirty 
Dark-Skinned Dextrous Dancers”; a “Comical Colored Camp Meeting” of 
“Sable Salvationists”; and, illustrated in color on the lower wrapper, a “cake 
walk” act, the music to which was an important predecessor of ragtime. The 
centerfold features a photo of the majority-Black cast, over the caption: “. 
. . Count Them! . . . And be Convinced of the Enormity of this Show.” The 
Company featured many “rising black stars of ragtime minstrelsy” (p. 361) 
who, though not named here, included over the years, Joseph and Eugene 
Clark, Billy and Cordelia McClain, Billy Caldwell, Katie Carter, and Charley 
Howard, as well as numerous quartettes, including the Eureka Quartet (Wil-
liam Hill, Lew Francis, Luke Pulley, and H. W. Scott), the Twilight Quartet 
(which went on to perform high class vaudeville shows in New York), and 
the Standard Quartet (which, comprising Ed DeMoss, H. C. Williams, William 
Cottrell, and Rufus L. Scott, made some of the earliest recordings of Black 
vocal harmony).

Harry Martell, born in New York City, was a seasoned performer before form-
ing the South Before the War Company, having managed a popular acrobatic 
troupe since 1878. Whallen, originally from New Orleans, was said to have 
joined the Confederate army at an extremely young age (thirteen, by one 
account), and before entering the entertainment industry worked on the rail-
road and in law enforcement. The two initially partnered in 1890 to organize 
the Whallen & Martell show, while Whallen continued to own and operate 
the Buckingham Theatre with his brother.

OLCL records just one example of this program, at the University of Virginia; 
another is held at Yale. 

REFERENCES: Abbott, Lynn and Doug Seroff. Out of Sight : The Rise of African 
American Popular Music 1889–1895 (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 
2002).

Item #8693 $475.00

UNRECORDED BROADSIDE DOCUMENTING 
DISCRIMINATORY REAL ESTATE PRACTICES 

IN SOUTH CAROLINA

27.    Hurrah Hurrah This Is the Last Opportunity That a Colored Man Will 
Have on Earth to Buy a Lot on Smith Street… [Mullins, S.C.: 1908 or 1914]. 
Broadside, 12” x 8.75”, printed in black on green paper stock. CONDITION: 
Good, old folds, minor loss to edges and crossfolds, noticeable soiling and 
staining. 

An unrecorded broadside advertising land for sale specifically to African 
American residents on Smith Street in the city of Mullins, South Carolina in the 
early-twentieth century. The broadside was printed at a time of seismic indus-
trial changes in the American South. At the turn of the century even the rural 
south was experiencing a large migration to urban areas as industries such as 
textile milling and tobacco mass production became more industrialized with 
the advent of new technologies. As such, these urban centers attracted cheaper 
labor for their mills and factories, and drew in more Black agricultural laborers 
who in turn worked industrial jobs. As more minority workers moved into ur-
ban centers, discriminatory real estate practices among the white ruling classes 
in southern cities began in earnest.

Implicit in the present broadside seems to be the segregationist real estate prac-
tice of racially restrictive zoning ordinances, which provided for residential seg-
regation based on race. The broadside implies that only African American men 
will be able to buy the property on Smith Street. Restrictive zoning ordinances 
were outlawed by a 1917 Supreme Court decision in the case of Buchanan v. 
Warley. In the present broadside, the real estate company or bank that spon-
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sored the sale of the lots on Smith Street offered eight lots to the 
highest bidder “near the colored M.E. Church.” Aiming the sale 
of land “near the colored M.E. Church” at “colored” men was 
likely a signal meant to discourage potential white buyers. The 
urgency with which the land is offered as a “last opportunity” 
indicates that land anywhere near B.G. Smith’s sawmill would 
be unavailable in the future to Black buyers. This language 
may also indicate the practice of blockbusting, another dis-
criminatory real estate practice (and a self-fulfilling prophecy) 
in which real estate agents would encourage white residents 
to sell property at below-market prices to encourage them to 
move away from neighborhoods they were told would soon 
be overrun by African American residents; these real estate 
agents would then sell these same properties to African Ameri-
can homebuyers at inflated prices. As such, it may be the latter 
half of the practice of blockbusting represented in the present 
broadside, a segregationist real estate practice that proliferated 
in the twentieth century but has largely disappeared through 
legislation and changes in real estate law. These practices are 
similar to and were later replaced with exclusionary covenants, 
blacklisting, and redlining, in which African-Americans were 
forbidden to own homes or real estate in particular areas of 
cities, or were discouraged to do so by unfair lending practices.

The land auction advertised here was presided over by a local 
attorney, Lanneau D. Lide of Marion, South Carolina, who was 
tasked that the paperwork from the sales was to be “made all 
O.K.” During the early portion of his career, after he began 
practicing law in 1904, Lide served as deputy court clerk for 
Marion County. The mill referenced here belonged to B.G. 
Smith, who passed away in 1918. As such, the date of the pres-
ent broadside must fall between 1904 and 1918. As the broad-
side states the sale happened on “Saturday, Sept. 26,” the only 
available dates are 1908 and 1914.

We could locate no other copies of this highly-ephemeral 
broadside in OCLC or in auction records.

Item #8182 $3,500.00
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BLACK YOUTH TAKE THE LEAD 
IN PITTSBURGH COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

28.    Jordon, Deborah E.; Richard B. Edmunds; Denise A. 
Pugh. Contract Youth Leadership Program. [With a sheaf of 
other Program documents, including a newsletter, a detailed 
“Memorandum,” and a “Digest.”] Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
1971. Booklet, 8vo (8.5” x 7.125”), b&w photo-illus. self-wrap-
pers. 5 pp. on as many leaves. Other documents 11” x 8.375”, 
totaling 17 pp. on as many leaves, of which 7 (the newsletter) 
are stapled at top left corner. CONDITION: Very good, light 
wear and soiling to first page of the newsletter. 

A gathering of papers pertaining to the activities of a grassroots lead-
ership program for Black youth in Pittsburgh, which was sponsored 
by Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania.

In addition to an outline of program guidelines and sum-
maries of participant accomplishments, the “Contract Youth 
Leadership Program” booklet contains a brief history of the 
program, which emerged in the summer of 1968 from “dia-
logues between representatives of Columbia Gas of Pennsyl-
vania, Inc. and adult leaders of Pittsburgh’s black communi-
ties to determine meaningful programs pertinent to the needs 
of these communities.” Photo-illustrations show, among other 
subjects, “Richard Edmunds, coordinator of the Contract 
Youth Leadership Program, giv[ing] advice to a youth lead-
er”; coordinator Denise Pugh “Lending a helping hand to the 
National Youth Development Conference,” and “youth leaders 
participat[ing] in various radio and television programs such 
as Bill Powell’s ‘Community Speaks’ broadcast on WAMO.” 
Most participants were college students or recent high school 
graduates who were paired with a mentor at a local organiza-
tion, and divided their time between their paid work and their 
own community-based projects.

The newsletter, titled “‘What’s Happening’ News Rap,” is 
dated July of 1971, and outlines the activities of the program’s 
fifteen participants. It opens:

If there are things happening this summer in Pittsburgh 
that young brothers and sisters dig, chances are good 
Contract Youth Leaders are making them happen…That’s 
because the seven dudes and eight gals who’ve climbed 
into the youth leadership bag are hustling to put down 
together programs.

https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/8900/deborah-e-jordon-richard-b-edmunds-denise-a-pugh/contract-youth-leadership-program-with-a-sheaf-of-other-program-documents-including-a-newsletter


Projects ranged from drug prevention programs (“LEE DUNCAN and JOE MOSS 
are working as a team in the Hill District to prevent as many young people as they 
can from winding up stone cold dead in the morgue…”); a “charm school” (featuring 
“speakers on the care of Afro hair styles, sex education with the help of United Mental 
Health, Planned Parenthood and the Allegheny County Health Department as well as 
dating and education”); an “awareness program for youngsters who rarely, if ever, get 
out of the area” (organizing field trips to museums, the zoo, “and other fun places”); 
a “cooperative home-industry type of arrangement…involving the United Parcel Ser-
vice…and elderly residents of the new Bidwell High-Rise in Manchester,” and more.

The “Digest of Contract Youth Leaders Program--Summer 1971” provides more in-
formation on “Columbia’s Role”—“Under the program, Columbia recognizes youth 
leadership potential and buttresses its development by contracting with various local 
social service agencies to hire and supervise specific youths to use and expand their 

already clear leadership talents…”—and outlines the multi-fac-
eted “tangible benefits” of this arrangement, including “A new 
federally subsidized youth-written, youth-edited community 
newspaper on Pittsburgh’s North Side” and “A new police-com-
munity relations advisory committee in the East Liberty area 
with a strong young people’s voice.”

The “Memorandum,” from Deborah E. Jordon to T. L. Ryan, 
details the program guidelines, outlining the “Time-Sharing 
System,” “Determination of Projects,” and “Reports.” Other 
papers include a “Supervisor’s Reporting Form for Contract 
Youth Leaders Program” and the “Assignment for first week,” 
with prompts to help the youth leader consider “what resources 
are available in the communities in which they are working,” 
and how to build a program that will outlive the term of their 
own contract.

The program was coordinated at Columbia Gas by Richard B. 
Edmunds and Denise A. Pugh.

We locate no records of the Contract Youth Leadership Program 
in OCLC or, excepting just two brief newspapers references, 
online.

Evidence of Black youth empowerment and community resource devel-
opment in Pittsburgh during the Nixon era.

REFERENCES: “Candy Aids Youth Jobs,” Pittsburgh Post-Ga-
zette, December 7, 1972, p. 4; “NAACP Organizes Area Job 
Program,” The Pittsburgh Press, December 7, 1972, p. 34.
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FORMERLY ENSLAVED FLORA STEWART, 
THE OLDEST PERSON IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

29.    [Kimball, A. W.] and J. W. Olin, photog. [Cabinet card photo-
graph of Flora Stewart, aged 117 years.] Manchester, N.H. and Perry, 
N.Y., [1867; ca. 1885]. Cabinet card photograph, 5.625” x 3.875”, on 
larger paperboard mount. Photographer’s blindstamped credit on 
mount below image. Inscription in ink on verso: “Florence Stewart : 
Londonderry NH : Aged 117 years : Taken Nov 5 1867 : Copy.” CONDI-
TION: Very good, excellent tonality. 

A captivating portrait, taken just a year before she died, of a formerly enslaved 
woman from Londonderry whose extreme longevity and “vim” rendered her 
briefly “one of the most famous citizens of New Hampshire” (Bayeck).

Flora Stewart was born into slavery in Londonderry, New Hampshire 
in the eighteenth century, working first for a man named Wilson, and 
then for a local trader, William Duncan. She married a man named 
Stewart, with whom she had two sons. The Londonderry Historical 
Society records that “She was said to have been freed from slavery by 
the Windham man who bought her. Gov. Fredrick Smyth invited her to 
his home in Manchester in 1867 and had her photographed in a stu-
dio,” although other accounts state that it was in fact John D. Patterson 
who brought her to Manchester for the portrait (Lee). Her longevity 
attracted attention, and on May 19th of the same year, the New York 
Times published an article, titled “Oldest Person in New-Hampshire,” 
praising her “vim” and “remarkably retentive memory.” According to 
the New Hampshire Black Heritage Trail, “the Londonderry census of 
1850 reports her age as 76, along with her son Isaiah, 48, and her son 
Salone, 36. This would place her birth around the year 1774. If this is 
truly the case, she would have been only 94 at her death in 1868 – still 
an amazingly long life for the time period.” This photo is an enlarged 
copy, ca. 1880s, of the 1867 original (a cdv), taken by Manchester, New 
Hampshire photographer A. W. Kimball. As such, it makes for a more 
fetching presentation, and serves as evidence of continued public fasci-
nation with Stewart.

REFERENCES: Bayeck, Rebecca. “Flora Stewart: African American 
Woman, Oldest Citizen of Londonderry, N.H,” at the Schomburg 
Center for Research in Black Culture (NYPL) online; Lee, Christiane. 
“Collect Day #39, FLORA STEWART,” at the Black Heritage Trail New 
Hampshire online.
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AFRICAN AMERICAN ART HISTORY 
BY THE FATHER OF THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE

30.    Locke, [LeRoy] Alain. The Negro In Art : A Pictorial Record of the Negro Art-
ist and of the Negro Theme in Art. Washington, D.C., Associates in Negro Folk Ed-
ucation, 1940. Library Edition. Hardcover. 4to (12.25” x 9”), pictorial gilt green cloth. 
Color frontis., 240 pp. Ownership inscription stamped on front and rear pastedowns. 
CONDITION: Near fine, light rubbing to spine and spotting to cover. 

A pioneering art-historical work on the role and representation of African Americans in art, 
written by the father of the Harlem Renaissance.

First edition, stated first printing (December 1940) of a landmark work on the place 
of African Americans in world art history. This volume covers the work of Aaron 
Douglas, James Lesesne Wells, and Hale Woodruff as path-breaking African Ameri-
can Modernists.

Born in Philadelphia, Alain LeRoy Locke (1885–1954) was a writer, philosopher, and 
closeted gay man who spearheaded “The New Negro” movement during the Harlem 
Renaissance. Acclaimed for editing and publishing The New Negro: An Interpretation in 
1925, which anthologized many of the most celebrated writings, visual artworks, and 
musical pieces by Black artists and scholars based in Harlem, Locke also contributed 
to Opportunity (1923–1943), Black Opals (1927), and Phylon (1943–1952). By the height 
of the Harlem Renaissance, Locke’s status “as a cultural authority…was perhaps ri-
valed only by that of W. E. B. Du Bois…and a select group of others. Although he was 
not a creative artist himself, Locke’s intellectual work not only shaped the…Renais-
sance but also significantly altered the development of modern American thought in 
general” (Wintz and Finkelman). The first African American Rhodes Scholar, Locke 
taught at Howard University and acted as the chair of the Philosophy department 
from 1921 to 1953. As a pioneering philosopher of race, Locke developed a concept 
of “ethnic race” in which he argued that race is “primarily a matter of social and 
cultural, rather than biological, heredity. Locke was…a racial revisionist, and held 
the somewhat controversial and paradoxical view that it was often in the interests of 
groups to think and act as members of a ‘race’ even while they consciously worked 
for the destruction or alteration of pernicious racial categories” (Carter and Jacoby). 
Today, Locke is best remembered for his lifelong editorial and scholarly work show-
ing that “Black people had a special ability to draw on their pasts to create personal 
works of art that conveyed universal themes…Langston Hughes, Countee Cullen, 
Claude McKay, Jean Toomer, and Zora Neale Hurston are among the many Black 
creatives who were mentored, and sometimes courted, by Locke” (Cohen).

REFERENCES: Blockson 759; Wintz, Cary D. and Paul Finkelman. Encyclopedia of the Harlem Renaissance (Taylor and Francis, 2004), pp. 737–42; Carter, Jacoby 
Adeshei and Corey Barnes. “Alain LeRoy Locke," The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2022); Cohen, Amy. “Alain LeRoy Locke: Father of the Harlem Renais-
sance and Philly LGBTQ Hero,” at Hidden City: Exploring Philadelphia’s Urban Landscape online; Whitham Sánchez, Hilary. “Alain LeRoy Locke," The Modern 
Art Index Project (2021) at The Metropolitan Museum of Art online.
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AFRICAN AMERICAN NIGHTLIFE IN NEW YORK, 1940s

31.    [Lot of five New York City nightclub souvenirs including photos pictur-
ing African Americans.]

 New York, 1940s. 6 original silverprint photographs (5” x 6.875” to 4.25” x 
5.125”) mounted in 5 printed folders (6.5” x 8.5” to 5.5” x 7.375”), some of 
which are illustrated and color-printed. Kelly’s Stable upper-cover and photo 
inscribed: “February 5, 1943: Property of Joseph H. Marks[?]”; “Eugene Pep-
per[?]; Jeanne Willis, Jack Palmer, Joe Marks, Love, Lorraine.” The verso of the 
Café Zanzibar souvenir’s upper cover is inscribed: “To a very charming lady. 
Howard. Feb. 1944.” CONDITION: Very good, light wear to some of the fold-
ers, photos with strong tonality. 

An evocative assemblage of souvenir photos from five important New York City night-
clubs in the early 1940s that were popular among the Black public (despite some of them 
being segregated), and a number of which attracted leading Black performers of the day. 
The majority of the images include African American servicemen who likely served in 
the Second World War.

These photos offer a glimpse of the vibrant nightclub scene in 1940s New York 
and the pleasures of nightlife afforded club patrons, both African American and 
white. One of the two photos taken at Murrain’s conveys the sheer size of the 
nightclub, and one is able to glimpse the bandstand in the background of the 

club where live groups performed. Some of the art that is visible on the walls of 
these venues shows Black figures ensconced in tropical scenes of nature, while 
other pieces of art are more modernist and abstract. Overall, the expressions of 
joy and pride in the faces of these patrons reveal how these nightclubs provided 
sources of both belonging and happiness. The fine and snazzy attire worn by 
many suggests that visiting these nightclubs was the highlight of their weeks. 
The overall mood is both relaxed and joyous. 

THE NIGHTCLUBS

1. Café Zanzibar, located on Broadway between 50th and 51st Streets, opened 
in 1943, and, dubbed the “Home of the Stars,” hosted Ella Fitzgerald, backed by 
Don Redman’s orchestra, the same year. Other luminaries who performed there 
include Cab Calloway, Louis Armstrong, and Duke Ellington. Zanzibar relocat-
ed in the fall of 1944. Around the same time, the poet Langston Hughes drew 
attention to venue’s segregation, remarking that there were “so many black cus-
tomers that they will have to build more sides to the room to be able to sit them 
all!” Hughes relates being led by a server to a seat far behind the band, to which 
he said: “Listen man, I am not in the show!” Zanzibar was nevertheless popu-
lar among the Black public. Dinner costs $2 (show and dancing included), and 
prices for drinks were affordable. In a regular week, Zanzibar, with a capacity 
of 700 seats, hosted some 1,500 people a night and nearly 2,300 on Saturdays. 
The total estimated revenue of the nightclub was two million dollars per year.
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2. Greenwich Village Inn, located at 5 Sheridan Square, was something of an 
institution among the many nightclubs and bars in Sheridan Square. Founded 
before the First World War when Greenwich Village was the center of radical 
Bohemianism, it was run by one Polly Holliday as a meeting place for her 
fellow anarchists. The food was affordable, the decor minimal, and the mood 
rowdy. Holliday and her partner often got into violent arguments that amused 
some patrons and dismayed others. Her establishment attracted the Village 
literary crowd including Theodore Dreiser, Sinclair Lewis, Edna St. Vincent 
Millay, and Eugene O’Neill, as well as young radicals like John Reed. 

3. Kelly’s Stable, located on 137 West 52nd St., was built by Arthur Jarwood 
with the name “O’Leary’s Barn,” and became Kelly’s Stable in March of 1940 
after being sold to Ralph Watkins and George Lynch. On the cover of the print-
ed folder offered here, the owners are portrayed as a farm hand and a cowboy, 
respectively, and stand next to a pile of hay behind which a grotesque caricature 
of a Black man peers out with the speech-bubble, “Pitchin’ like de Debbil.” Mu-
sicians who played at Kelly’s in 1941 and 1942 include Red Allen, Benny Carter, 
The King Cole Trio, and Coleman Hawkins. In 1943, Dizzy Gillespie performed 
at Kelly’s, sharing the billing with Red Allen and Billie Holiday for a month-
long residency. 

4. Murrain’s, “Harlem’s Gayest Cabaret,” was located at the 7th Ave. corner of 
132nd Street. The venue began as the Mimo Club, becoming Murrain’s Restau-
rant, Cabaret and Lounge in 1942 following a change in management. Trum-
peter and singer Hot Lips Page was the resident bandleader, and Earl Bostic, 
who first played at the Mimo Club with Page, also led a group there. It closed 
in 1945.

5. Ubangi Club, located at 131st Street and 7th Avenue, had previously oper-
ated as the Harlem Club and the Harlem Tavern, but re-opened with its new 
name in April of 1934. In December of 1941, it took over the vacated Tropicana 
Club at 1678 Broadway and started the Ubangi Club Follies, which featured 
words and music by Andy Razaf and Paul Denniker, an orchestra led by jazz 
violinist Stuff Smith, and performances by singer Ada Brown and comedian 
Dewey “Pigmeat” Markham. Mae Johnson was the headliner for the Second 
Edition of the Ubangi Club Follies in the Spring of 1942.

REFERENCES: Bence, Bill. “The Greenwich Village Inn” (2010) at A Week in 
New York April 1946: A slice of time in the city online; Jonathan, Jonah. Selected 
Observations from the Harlem Jazz Scene (Newark, New Jersey, 2015); Pitet, Jean-
François. “Zanzibar Cafe, New York…” (2009) at The Hi de Ho Blog online; 
“Ubangi Club, Harlem, New York, 1934-1937” (2014) at Harlem World Maga-
zine online.
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RARE PORTRAITS FOR THE SCHOOLROOM 
BY AN AFRICAN AMERICAN PUBLISHING VENTURE, 1968

32.    Miller, Donald Lloyd, after. [Sixteen Portraits of Notable African Ameri-
cans.] [Jamaica, New York:] Buckingham Enterprises, 1968; Distributed by Time 
Life Books. Set of 16 cards printed in brown, black, and white, 18” x 12” each, 
housed in original cardboard mailer with mailing labels of Buckingham Enter-
prises Incorporated and Time Life affixed. CONDITION: Very good, light wear 
to extremities and occasional light rubbing or soiling to images. 

A scarce and captivating series of portraits of prominent African American leaders 
across all sectors of society, published by a firm founded in the wake of Martin Luther 
King, Jr.’s assassination, and intended for classroom use.

The portraits in this series, reproduced from drawings by Don Miller, show 
leading figures in civil rights, business, the arts and sciences, medicine, sports, 
politics, law, and education: Malcolm X, Gwendolyn Brooks, George Washing-
ton Carver, Stokely Carmichael, Robert Clifton Weaver, Asa T. Spaulding, Sid-
ney Poitier, John Roosevelt “Jackie” Robinson, Charles Richard Drew, Thurgood 
Marshall, Constance Baker Motley, William E. Burghardt Du Bois, Richmond 

https://nyapril1946.blogspot.com/2010/08/greenwich-village-inn.html
http://www.thehidehoblog.com/blog/2009/10/zanzibar-cafe-new-york-home-of-cab-calloway
https://www.harlemworldmagazine.com/ubangi-club-harlem-new-york-1934-1937/
https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/8831/donald-lloyd-miller-after/sixteen-portraits-of-notable-african-americans


Barthé, Edward W. Brooke, Jr., Martin Luther King Jr., and Patricia Roberts Harris. A brief biography appears below each portrait.

Buckingham Enterprises was evidently founded in 1968 with the publication of Dear Dr. King, an anthology of letters to Martin Luther King, Jr., written by white 
and Black children at the Richard J. Bailey School in White Plains, and compiled in the wake of his assassination. The firm also produced numerous mixed media 
classroom kits on African American history, culture, and achievement. In addition to teachers’ manuals, workbooks, film clips, and audio records, several of these 
kits included portraits. Its president, Oswald P. White, also served as vice president of the more prominent Negro Heritage Library. The latter venture—spearhead-
ed by Wyatt Tee Walker, chief of staff for Martin Luther King, Jr. and the first full-time director of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference—was likewise 
“devoted to getting African American history into school curricula” (“Wyatt Tee Walker”). Buckingham Enterprises collaborated on at least one occasion with 
scholar and author Dr. Jay Saunders Redding (1906–1988), the first Black Professor to teach at an Ivy League institution, and the first to offer courses on African 
American literature, described by The New York Times as “the most eminent Negro writer of nonfiction in the country” (Gimenes).

Jamaican born artist Donald Lloyd Miller (1923–1993) is best known for his expansive 1986 mural of Martin Luther King, Jr. and other Civil Rights activists in the 
Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Library in Washington, D.C. After studying art in New York at Cooper Union, the Art Students League, and the New School, 
Miller was drafted during World War II and served in the Aleutian Islands of Alaska, where he became a cartoonist and portraitist for the daily military newspa-
per, The Adakian, which was edited by none other than Corporal Dashiell Hammett, author of the The Maltese Falcon and The Thin Man. He later taught art at Seton 
Hall University in New Jersey for nearly twenty years. His wife Julia (Judy) Miller, the founding director of the Black Studies Center at Seton, wrote in a 1998 exhi-
bition catalog of his work that “Early in his life Don became fascinated with Black history and its heroes. It was a vital part of his own identity. His first ‘one man’ 
show at the age of eleven was dominated by portraits of Black historical figures…Don’s dream was an artist’s dream—that their work would continue to influence, 
inspire, and in his case instruct, long after they have departed.”

OCLC records one set of eight posters of “Famous African Americans,” published by Buckingham Enterprises, Inc. in 1968 with the same dimensions and depict-
ing several of the same subjects, but does not indicate where it is held.

A rare series of portraits by an important Black Liberation artist, published for the schoolroom at the dawn of Black Studies.

REFERENCES: Gimenes, Livia. “The Ivy League’s first Black faculty member: J. Saunders Redding’s impact on literature and academia,” The Brown Daily Herald, 
February 18, 2021, online; Miller, Julia (Judy). “Black Beauty, Identity, and Spirituality: The Art of Don Miller,” Seton Hall University, Walsh Library Gallery, 1998; 
“WYATT TEE WALKER,” Who Speaks for the Negro? digital archive.
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A STUDY ON LYNCHINGS 
BETWEEN THE TWO WORLD WARS

33.    The Mob Still Rides : A Review of the Lynching Record, 1931-
1935. Atlanta: Commission on Interracial Cooperation, [1936]. Pamphlet, 
8vo (8.75” x 5.875”), original blue printed wrappers. 24 pp. CONDI-
TION: Very good, light wear and spotting to wrappers, which are begin-
ning to separate from rusted staple binding; contents very good+. 

A report on five years of lynchings, compiled by “the major race reform organi-
zation in the South during the period between the world wars” (Sistrom).

Stated second edition of this report on lynching and mob violence, 
compiled by the founding branch of the Commission on Interracial Co-
operation. (The first was printed four months earlier, in March of 1936). 
Five years after the publication of an extensive study compiled by the 
organization’s research director, Dr. Arthur F. Raper, on “The Tragedy 
of Lynching,” the “lynching habit”—as the foreword calls it—“seems as 
strongly entrenched as it was in 1930.” The purpose of this volume is to 
summarize “the eighty-four lynchings of the past five years,” and in do-
ing so “bring the facts into the limelight and keep them there” in hopes 
of bringing about a “fundamental remedy.” The findings are graphed on 
page 4, prior to discussions of “Geographic and Racial Factors,” “Why 
Lynchers Go Unpunished,” the “High Cost of Lynch-Bent Mobs,” the 
need for “Factual Newspaper Reports,” “Lynching and Racial Exploita-
tion,” and more.

The Commission on Interracial Cooperation was founded in Atlanta in 
1919, and soon established branches in all former Confederate states, as 
well as several others (Sistrom). Inspired in large part by whites’ more 
widespread recognition of racial inequality and Black merit following 
the contribution of African Americans to the first World War, the or-
ganization helped pave the way for more substantial reforms in race 
relations, although it would remain a predominantly white organization. 
The Commission was replaced in 1944 by the Southern Regional Coun-
cil.

REFERENCES: Sistrom, Michael. “Bridging the Gap: The Commission 
on Interracial Cooperation,” Documenting the American South online.
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EARLY AND UPLIFTING BIOGRAPHIES OF 
NOTABLE AND EVERYDAY AFRICAN AMERICANS, 1826

34.    Mott, Abigail, compiler. Biographical Sketches and Interesting Anec-
dotes of Persons of Colour. New York: Mahlon Day, 1826. 12mo (7.125” x 4.5”), 
blue cloth spine with tan paper over boards. iv, [5]–192 pp. Bookplate at front 
pastedown: “The Property of Durham Monthly Meeting of Friend’s Library,” 
with annotations in ink: “No. 65” and “To be returned in 30 Days.” CONDI-
TION: Good, partial loss of paper at lower cover, spine label mostly lacking, 
pages foxed and dampstained, edge tears to several pages with no losses to 
text. 

First edition of this compendium of African American biographies and anecdotes with 
an anti-slavery slant.

Abigail Mott (1795–1846), a prominent Quaker abolitionist and women’s rights 
advocate who was active in the Underground Railroad, drew on a variety of 
sources to compile this book, which was intended to circulate in schools and 
teach children about the evils of slavery and the ability of African Americans to 
educate themselves and become productive members of American society. In 
addition to highlighting well-known figures including Phillis Wheatley, Tous-
saint L’Ouverture, Benjamin Banneker, and Captain Paul Cuffee, Mott focuses 
on everyday people—both Black and Indigenous—who rose in the world with 
dignity thanks to their hard work and thrift. The volume also includes sections 
of “Interesting Anecdotes” and “Pieces in Poetry.” 

The book underwent multiple editions, but we locate only four copies of the 
first edition sold at auction since 2010.

REFERENCES: Sabin 51111; Afro-Americana 6900.
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PRISON INTERVIEW WITH HUEY NEWTON 
PUBLISHED BY SAME PRESS AS “OUR BODIES OURSELVES”

35.    Newton, Huey. Huey Newton Talks to the Movement about the 
Black Panther Party, Cultural Nationalism SNCC, Liberals and White 
Revolutionaries. Boston: New England Free Press, 1968. 8vo, 8.25” x 
5.5”, original illustrated pink wrappers, staple binding. 16 pp. CONDI-
TION: Very good, occasional light wear and minor soiling. 

Scarce New England Free Press edition of this extended interview with Huey 
Newton, which he gave from jail while standing for “one of the most political-
ly charged trials of its era.”

The interview published here was conducted in August of 1968 by the 
underground periodical The Movement, a month into Newton’s trial for 
the shooting of a white police officer in October, 1967. He was convict-
ed in September, but the verdict was successfully appealed the spring 
of 1970.

The New England Free Press operated from 1967 to 1981 in Boston. It 
began by “printing flyers for the United Farm Workers grape boycott. 
In 1968 [it] began distributing pamphlets published by the Radical 
Education Project and then started its own publishing program.” The 
Press is best known for publishing the first editions of Our Bodies Our-
selves, the landmark grassroots guide to women’s health, sexuality, and 
reproductive rights.

OCLC records just two holdings of this edition, at the International 
Institute of Social History in the Netherlands and the Staatsbibliothek 
zu Berlin in Germany.

REFERENCES: “Huey P. Newton Trial: 1968,” Great American Trials, at 
Encyclopedia online.
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SCARCE PROMOTIONAL CIRCULAR 
FOR TWO AMBITIOUS (AND RACEY) 

RACE FILMS IN FLORIDA, 1923

36.    Norman Film Manufacturing Company. Coming! 
A Colored Novelty Worth Booking : Regeneration : All 
Colored Cast[,] A Romance of the South Seas… [Jack-
sonville, Florida?, ca. 1923]. Illustrated circular, 11.75” x 
9.125”. 4 pp. in brown ink on cream stock, 7 b&w illustra-
tions. CONDITION: Very good, light soiling to p. 1. 

A scarce and well-illustrated circular promoting two all-Black 
films, produced by a pioneering Florida studio and packed with 
“Love! Thrills! Adventure!”—as well as some spicy scenes 
designed to elude censorship standards.

The first film promoted here, Regeneration, was one of 
Norman Film Studio’s most controversial and lucrative 
productions. Filmed in Jacksonville, Florida and starring 
“sensational colored screen beauty” Stella Mayo, this 
“high-class thriller” featured several “nude and artistic 
bathing scenes,” one of which, as filmmaker Richard 
Norman characterized them, “will draw like a mustard 
poultice.” Starring former magician M. C. Maxwell as the 
male lead, Alfred Norcom as the villain, and one-legged 
actor Steve “Peg” Reynolds as the heroine’s assistant, the 
plot followed a chaste desert-island love affair which is 
disrupted by the discovery of pirates’ treasure and the 
arrival of three no-good sailors and their evil boss. As 
this circular breathlessly outlines: “A ‘Garden of Eden’ 
shattered, there followed a conflict between the man, ‘The 
Serpent,’ and his cut-throat crew, ending when the island 
sank into the depths of the sea with ‘The Serpent’ and his 
crew as the man and the girl sailed away in the rescue 
ship.” Regeneration was popular with white and Black 
audiences alike, earning as much as $1,500 in a single day, 
and forcing theaters to turn long lines of viewers away 
from full houses. Norman informed one theater owner: 
“Regeneration is a picture that you will be proud to offer 
your patrons. It is to-day playing in the Roosevelt The-
atre, catering to an audience composed of 40% withe and 
60% colored. How many of the so-called Colored Pictures 
you have played could do this without race friction in the 
audience?” Only the second reel of the film, significantly 
damaged, now survives.

https://normanstudios.org/films-stars/norman-films/regeneration/
https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/8817/norman-film-manufacturing-company/coming-a-colored-novelty-worth-booking-regeneration-all-colored-cast-a-romance-of-the-south-seas


The second and third pages of this circular announce a far more ambitious 
project: Zircon, an action-packed fifteen-part “Colored Serial Supreme.” The 
story followed “young chemist John Manning, who discovers a new and poten-
tially lucrative wonder substance called ‘Zircon,’ which the villainous ‘Spider’ 
repeatedly attempts to steal. The serial incorporated all the usual dangerous 
but exciting ‘cliff-hanger’ situations, as Manning and his sweetheart Helen 
Desmond find themselves stuck on the spinning hub of a monstrous wheel, 
almost suffocated by a poisonous cloud, left to die in a raging sandstorm in the 
desert, attacked by an army of crocodiles, bound in an airplane about to crash, 
captive on a burning ship, nearly devoured by a monstrous snake, and trapped 
in a cabin that is about to explode.” An outline of the serial’s fifteen episodes 
appears on page three, while page two details the “PROFIT SHARING FRAN-
CHISE” with which Norman hoped to finance this massive project. The scheme 
was unsuccessful, and Norman ultimately focused solely on Regeneration, 
which was released in late 1923.

The last page of the circular touts “PAST SUCCESSES,” including “The Crim-
son Skull,” the “Green Eyed Monster,” and “The Bull Dogger” (a western star-
ring African American cowboy and rodeo-performer Bill Pickett), and warns 
theaters not to miss out on “cleaning up” with “second run[s]” of favorite films.

White filmmaker Richard Norman (1891–1960) was born in Middleburg, Flor-
ida, and established himself in the Midwest, primarily through promotional 
films. His extravagantly expensive train wreck scene—which was incorporat-
ed in many of his early works, as well as The Green-Eyed Monster—is an early 
example of the profitable use of stock footage. Norman came into contact with 
pioneering Black filmmaker Oscar Micheaux in Chicago, where he entered the 
world of “race films,” in which African American casts played non-stereotyp-
ical roles. Around the same time he released Regeneration, he purchased Eagle 
Studios in what is now the Old Arlington neighborhood of Jacksonville, and, 
renaming his previously-itinerant enterprise “Norman Film Manufacturing 
Company Studio,” went on to single-handedly write, finance, produce, edit, 
and distribute a total of at least eight full-length films featuring African Ameri-
can casts, becoming one of the most prominent early producers of Black films in 
the 1920s.

OCLC records just four copies of this circular, at the UC Davis, Yale, Temple, 
and the University of Virginia. We locate another example at Duke University.

A scarce advertisement for two ambitious all-Black films, distributed to movie theaters 
just eight years after the release of Birth of a Nation.

REFERENCES: “Regeneration,” “Stella Mayo,” and “Richard Norman” at Nor-
man Studios online.
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RARE 1919 CIRCULAR PROMOTING 
AN EARLY SILENT FILM 

WITH AN ALL BLACK CAST

37.    Norman, Richard E. Stupendous All-Star Negro Motion Picture : The Green-
Eyed Monster. [Jacksonville, Fl., Norman Film Studios, 1919]. Circular, 6.25” x 4.75”. 4 
pp., 6 photo-illustrations. CONDITION: Very good. 

A scarce advertisement for this action packed “thriller” by an early and important producer of 
all-Black films, and showcasing “the cream of talent of the colored race.”

Produced by then-itinerant filmmaker Richard Norman, The Green-Eyed Monster pre-
miered as the dramatic tale of competition between “two men in love with one girl,” 
unfolding in tandem with the action-packed struggle between “two rival railroads in 
their fight for supremacy.” The feature included many “startling scenes,” including 
an “$80,000.00 train wreck,” a “Pistol Duel Between Detectives and the Villain” and a 
“Hair-Raising Abduction of the Heroine and Her Rescue by the Hero After Thrilling 
Chase on a Steel Monster.” The excitement is rendered “even more interesting than the 
usual ‘thrillers’ because of the fact that the characters are colored people, splendidly 
assuming the different roles of Railroad President, Financial Backer, Traffic, Manager, 
Directors, Superintendent, Railroad Contractor, Minister, Lawyer, Doctor and repre-
senting the cream of talent of the colored race.” The film initially flopped: “African 
American audiences responded favorably to the dramatic story of racial uplift and 
achievement expressed in the film, but were unimpressed with the new comedic ele-
ments. So, Norman headed back into the editing room, cutting the comedic elements 
and remixing them into their own slapstick romantic comedy called The Love Bug. In 
1920, he re-released The Green Eyed Monster as a dramatic film and often screened The 
Love Bug as a pre-feature extra. The combination proved successful” (“Green Eyed”). 
Unfortunately no portion of the film survives, but reviews list Jack Austin, Steve Reyn-
olds, Robert A. Stuart, and Louise Dunbar among the actors.

White filmmaker Richard Norman (1891–1960) was born in Middleburg, Florida, and 
established himself in the Midwest, primarily through promotional films. His extrav-
agantly expensive train wreck scene—which was incorporated in many of his early 
works, as well as The Green-Eyed Monster—is an early example of the profitable use of 
stock footage. Norman came into contact with pioneering Black filmmaker Oscar Mi-
cheaux in Chicago, where he entered the world of “race films,” in which African Amer-
ican casts play “non-stereotypical roles” (“Richard Norman”). The Green-Eyed Monster 

was his first foray into race films, and around 1923 he purchased Eagle Studios in what is now the Old Arlington neighborhood of Jacksonville, Florida. Renaming 
his previously-itinerant enterprise “Norman Film Manufacturing Company Studio,” he went on to single-handedly write, finance, produce, edit, and distribute a 
total of at least eight full-length films featuring African American casts, becoming one of the most prominent early producers of Black films in the 1920s.

Just three holdings of this circular for The Green-Eyed Monster are located in OCLC, at Princeton, State Library of Florida, and Southern Methodist University. 

A rare circular promoting the first iteration of this early race film by one of the genre’s earliest and most prominent filmmakers.

REFERENCES: “The Green Eyed Monster” and “Richard Norman,” at Norman Studios online.
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UNCLE TOM’S CABIN IN MAINE IN THE 1850s

38.    One Night Only. At Central Hall…English’s Dramatic Lyceum and Great Star Co. First Ap-
pearance in Biddeford for Two Years…Uncle Tom’s Cabin… [Biddeford?, Maine, ca. 1850s]. Broad-
side, 23.75” x 6”. CONDITION: Very good, .5” tear to lower-left margin, light toning to lower margin, 
occasional light spotting. 

An apparently unrecorded playbill for a performance of Uncle Tom’s Cabin in Biddeford, Maine, starring a 
young actress from the work’s earliest productions in Boston.

The performance of Uncle Tom’s Cabin advertised here took place at Central Hall in Biddeford, Maine, 
on August 30th, evidently in the mid- to late-1850s. The company, English’s Dramatic Lyceum, was 
managed by William B. English, and included what this broadside bills as the “Great Star Co.,” that 
is, his two young stepdaughters, Helen (in the role of Eva) and Lucille Western (playing Eliza), who 
would go on to achieve significant success as “the Star Sisters.” Helen, as the broadside notes, had 
played Eva for “150 nights” in Henry J. Conway’s early stage adaptation of Stowe’s influential novel, 
which opened at the Boston Museum in November of 1852, less than two months after the first ver-
sion, by George Aiken, made its stage debut in Troy, New York.

This broadside advertises the troupe’s “First appearance in Biddeford for two Years,” and highlights 
several favorite performers: “Miss Lucille in the character of Eliza! Mrs English, as Cassy! Mr. E. W. 
Beattie, In the character of UNCLE TOM, in which he has NO RIVAL.” Below a brief outline of the 
“Singing and Dancing” that punctuate the drama is a list of its six acts, including the relevant cast of 
characters and actors, from the “Escape of Eliza” (Act 1, with “Miss LUCILLE” playing Eliza), “The 
Trappers Entrapped, or, the Freeman’s Defence” (Act 2, with “Miss HELEN” as Eva and “Mrs Jones” 
as Topsy), and the “Death of Little Eva” (Act 3), to “Cassy Helping Uncle Tom. Death of Uncle Tom” 
(Act 6, with Mr. Watson as George Shelby). The broadside draws particular attention to “Little Helen,” 
who would have been around ten or twelve years old, emphasizing that she has been “Pronounced 
the best in the United States,” and elaborating:

The Success of this wonderful Child in all the principle Cities in the Union has been unprecedented in 
the history of the stage, and their engagement in Portland has proved the GREATEST DRAMAT-
IC TRIUMPH ever ACHIEVED IN THAT CITY. She also performed the Gentle Eva at the Boston 
Museum 150 nights, eliciting the tears and plaudits of admiring Thousands.

Six “Stanzas dedicated to Miss Helen on the Death of Little Eva” are then printed above the notice that 
“A Good Band of Music Will be in attendance.” Tickets cost “only 15 Cents.”

While we find no other records of the performance advertised here, announcements for the production 
of Uncle Tom’s Cabin by English’s company appear in the Portland Press Herald in January of 1854 with 
the same list of actors, though with occasional discrepancies in their roles. The company evidently 
returned to Portland two years later, and an October 10th, 1856 notice also appears in the Biddeford 
Union and Journal informing readers that “English’s Dramatic Corps will give one of their popular 
performances on Saturday (to-morrow) evening, at Central Hall. The drama of ‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin’ 
will be produced, in which Little Helen in her original personation of the Angelic ‘EVA,’ pronounced 
to be the best in the country, will appear…” Helen and Lucille would later perform in a scandalous 
cross-dressing act, mingling with fellow actor John Wilkes Booth. A photograph of Helen—less tal-

https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/8718/one-night-only-at-central-hall-english-s-dramatic-lyceum-and-great-star-co-first-appearance-in


ented but more beautiful than her sister—was among the few effects found on Booth’s body when he was killed. The actor who played Uncle Tom, E. W. Beattie, 
appears in cast lists from the early 1850s into the 1870s, and was hailed as “one of the very best personators of old men in the country, and a decided favorite with 
our citizens” (Portland Press Herald, September 12, 1853).

No examples recorded in OCLC, though we do locate several broadsides for productions by English’s Dramatic Lyceum in 1856 in Worcester, Massachusetts, held 
at the American Antiquarian Society.

A rare broadside advertising an early Maine production of the greatest stage phenomenon of the nineteenth century.

Item #8718 $1,500.00
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AFRO-BERMUDIAN LABOR 
IN THE ONION FIELDS

39.    “Packing Onions.” Bermuda, ca. 1885. 
Albumen print, 6.75” x 9” on larger paperboard 
mount with title in manuscript below image. 
CONDITION: Very good, light soiling to upper 
left corner, otherwise fine. 

An original photograph documenting Afro-Bermu-
dian laborers packing what are likely sweet “Tener-
ife” onions.

Shown here is a group of four men, two 
women, and two male children, all of African 
descent, posed in the act of crating onions. As 
harvest was underway, we can surmise that 
this photograph was taken around March or 
April, ca. 1885. A variant of this image was 
reproduced as a postcard by J. H. Bradley & 
Co. during the 1910s, an example of which is 
included with this offering.

Throughout the nineteenth century, onions 
were the single highest export from Bermuda 
to the United States. Known for their mild and 
sweeter flavor than the typical variety grown 
in the United States, onions accounted for ship-
ments of over 4,000 tons of produce, leading 
to Bermuda being dubbed “The Onion Patch” 
and Bermudans “Onions.” To cultivate their 
prize crop, farm owners used Afro-Bermudian 
field workers—initially as enslaved labor prior 
to the emancipation act of 1834, and afterwards 

as a reliable source of “free wage” labor wherein Afro-Bermudians were all but forced to continue working for their previous owners (Craton). To “mind the onion 
seeds” once they were planted in September, Black children were tasked with keeping birds away from the planted seeds, while, as this photograph suggests, 
adults would pull the ripe crop between March and April. Though Bermuda’s economic development profited from the continued impoverishment of the enslaved 
and their descendents working in onion patches, “silver-smithing was [also] taught by the traders to the Colony’s slaves” and so the formerly enslaved would 
often secretly possess silver which would be passed down in the family and used to pay for occasional larger expenses (Musson). 

REFERENCES: Musson, Nellie Eileen. Mind the Onion Seed: Black “Roots” Bermuda (Bermuda Islands 1979), p. 23; Craton, Michael. “Transition from Slavery to 
Other Forms of Labor in the British Caribbean ca. 1790–1890,” NWIG: New West Indian Guide / Nieuwe West-Indische Gids Vol. 68, No. 1/2 (Netherlands: 1994), p. 45; 
Contextual information about the onion trade and cultivation found at “Ode to the Onion: The History and Culture of Bermuda's Once Famous Export,” at The 
Bermudian Magazine online, and at Hubbell, Diana. “Remembering When Bermuda was an Onion Island,” Atlas Obscura online.
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LARGE ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR FOR 
A DRAMATIC PRODUCTION OF UNCLE TOM’S CABIN

40.    [Parsons, Will and F. E. Pool.] Parsons and Pool’s Famous Ideal Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin And Tennessee Jubilee Singers. [Manchester, probably New 
Hampshire], 1895. Illustrated circular, 13.25” x 10”, pink paper. 4 pp., 6 b&w il-
lus. CONDITION: Good+, 3” old tape repair to lower right corner of p. 2, a few 
chips and tears to margins and spine fold, spot of soiling to p. 1. 

A scarce promotional circular for one of the more notable theater companies producing 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin in the late-nineteenth century.

Dramatizations of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s influential novel began in 1852, the 
year of publication, and from the beginning included elements of blackface 
minstrelsy—a well established form of stage entertainment by that time. The 
Parsons & Pool’s performances featured the Tennessee Jubilee Singers (a second 
incarnation of the Fisk Jubilee Singers of Fisk University, who are credited with 
popularizing jubilee singing), substituting a more dignified style of singing 
for the parody of blackface performers. The company toured throughout New 
England and the Mid-Atlantic in the 1880s and 1890s.

This circular advertises a performance of “The Great! The Only! The Origi-
nal! Parsons & Pool’s Famous Ideal Uncle Tom’s Cabin Co.” at the town hall 
in Manchester on September 10th, 1895. With all new scenery and accesso-
ries—not to mention the Tennessee Jubilee Singers—the production is billed 
as a “superb revival” of Stowe’s popular novel. Special highlights include the 
performances of Kate Partington and “Little Lura Thompson” as Topsy and 
Eva, “supported by a magnificent cast as played by this management over 2300 
Times to Nearly 2,000,000 Delighted People.” Following a list of the cast of 
characters and a “Synopsis of Scenery, &c.,” the circular includes a message “To 
the Generous Public” from Parsons and Pool, who are careful to point out that 
“Ladies without escort need have no scruples in attending our entertainment, as 
the best of order will be rigidly enforced and gentlemanly ushers in constant 
attendance.” A “Caution” is also provided against patronizing the many “bogus 
concerns” that have copied their title and parts of their act, “murdering both 
language and plot with some of the poorest talent extant.” 

Bordered by vignette portraits of the proprietors, Will Parsons and F. E. Pool, 
the first page of this circular features five scenes from the story: the titular 
cabin, with a distant figure standing before it, portraits of Topsy with her banjo 
(captioned “Golly Ise so wicked”), “Eva & Uncle Tom,” and “Mark & his don-
key,” and “The Escape of Eliza” through the dark woods. The final page shows 

the Tennessee Jubilee Singers, describing them as “The Finest Colored Singers In This Country. Introducing all the popular Negro melodies, besides their college 
glees. It is worth the price of admission to hear them sing.” Tickets ranged from twenty-five to fifty cents—“No Higher, No Extra.”

We find no examples of this circular in OCLC.
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A MASSACHUSETTS TOWN PETITIONS CONGRESS 
AGAINST THE ADMISSION OF FLORIDA 

TO THE UNION AS A SLAVE STATE

41.    Partially printed petition, signed by inhabitants of Lenox, Mass., 
against the admission of Florida into the Union. [Lenox or Boston, Mass., 
1839]. Print slip (2.5” x 7.75”) affixed to lined paper with manuscript sig-
natures (full size 13.5” x 7.75”). CONDITION: Very good, old horizontal 
folds. Three pin holes at top of printed slip. 

An ultimately fruitless petition, signed by the townspeople of Lenox, Massachu-
setts, entreating the United States Senate not to accept Florida into the Union as a 
slave state.

Florida Territory already operated on a largely plantation-based economy, 
and abolitionists were rightly worried when it began seeking statehood in 
the late 1830s. The partially printed slip reads in full:

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:The 
undersigned, [Inhabitants] of [the town of Lenox] in the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts, respectfully and earnestly pray your hon-
orable bodies, promptly to reject all proposals for the admission of 
Florida, or any other new State into this Union, whose constitution of 
government shall permit the existence of domestic slavery.

It is signed in manuscript by forty-seven townspeople, and docketed on 
the verso “Petition against the admission of Florida, No. of Petitioners 47, 
Lenox, Massachusetts, 1839.” Given that the partially-printed form in-
cludes the state, it is likely that this form was printed by the Massachusetts 
Anti-Slavery Society and distributed to various towns in the Common-
wealth—particularly since the first to sign was none other than James W. 
Robbins, who was Vice President of the Society from 1838 to 1840. Other 
signatories include George J. Tucker (later Berkshire County Treasurer 
and Registrar of Deeds); Oliver Peck; Charles Mattoon; Allen Metcalf; and 
forty-two others. The Missouri Compromise of 1820 allowed for the admis-
sion of Missouri as a slave state, and Maine as a free state, in an effort to 
preserve the delicate political balance in Congress. With the acquisition of 
Florida in 1821, parts of that territory with its large slave population began 
to organize around a plantation economy. When Florida petitioned for 
admittance to the Union, the balance of power in Congress was once again 
threatened. This petition made little difference in the end: Florida was ad-
mitted as a slave state alongside Iowa as a free state in 1845, another in the 
long list of ultimately disastrous compromises leading up to the Civil War.

Item #8796 $3,750.00
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BLACK PANTHER NEWS RELEASES 
FROM THE NEW BEDFORD RIOT OF 1970

42.    People’s New Service. Special Information Bulletin. Boston: 
Black Panther Party (Boston Chapter), 1970. 2 circulars. “Special Infor-
mation Bulletin”: 11” x 8.75”, 4 pp. on tan bifolium, several b&w illus. 
CONDITION: Good+, central horizontal fold, several small marginal 
tears with no affect to text. “Press Release”: 10.875” x 8.5”, 2 pp. CON-
DITION: Very good, horizontal and vertical folds, occasional light 
spotting. 

Two ephemeral documents issued by the Black Panther Party and the National 
Committee to Combat Fascism regarding the unjust arrests of some twenty 
Panthers in New Bedford.

Following the arrest of a Black man initially stopped for a defective 
headlight in early July of 1970, tensions in New Bedford’s African 
American community flared into a series of riots, largely in the Kemp-
ton Street area of the West End, and culminated in the July 31st arrest of 
a group that became known as the “New Bedford 20” by “fascist pigs 
supposedly ‘searching for illegal weapons.’” Published by the Boston 
Chapter of the Black Panther Party, the “Special Information Bulletin” 
offered here provides a detailed account of that “early morning assault,” 
as well as the “fascist sweep through the Black community” conducted 
by the police over the ensuing days. The names of those “political pris-
oners of war”—and the jails in which they were held—are then listed. 
A quote from Huey Newton (“Only with the power of the gun can the black masses halt the terror and brutality perpetuated against them by the armed racist 
power structure”) appears facing a picture of several white police officers with rifles, handguns, and bullet belts, while a notice regarding bail money appears 
below: “Help us get these righteous brothers and sisters out of the pig stys where they are imprisoned.” The final page bears a letter from Kim Holland, “one of 
the New Bedford 20,” discussing the first hours of their arrests, the consequences of their being separated into several prisons across the state, and their increased 
determination “to control our own destiny.” A cartoon credited to Malik (probably Malik Edwards, b. 1944) shows armed Black people victorious against a group 
of surprised and battered pigs. 

The press release, dated August 1st and issued by the New Bedford Chapter of the National Committee to Combat Fascism, condemns “racist Mayor Rogers and 
his partner-in-crime Chief Pelletier” and underscores the outrage of using “racist court systems to uphold the blatant violations of our Constitutional and Human 
Rights.” The verso, a statement about the arrests, connects the “numerous invasions of people’s homes by the criminal New Bedford pig department under the 
guise of searching for ‘illegal weapons’” to the “tactics…of the fascist Hitler-Mussolini regimes of Nazi Germany and Italy and they, by no means, hold a monopo-
ly on fascism (open terror).” Emphasizing that those arrested had “committed no crime and in the eyes of the people are heroes and heroines of Black liberation,” 
the statement urges readers to “pick up the proper tools and develop the proper strategy for our total salvation,” and directs bail money to the Committee to De-
fend the Panthers in Cambridge, MA.

OCLC records one example of the “Special Information Bulletin,” at Harvard University; no holdings of the press release listed.

Provenance: These materials were obtained from a white man who acquired them as a New Bedford youth when he attended a Black Panther Party planning 
meeting in the wake of the police raid.
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RARE AND STRIKING POSTER 
JUXTAPOSING HUEY NEWTON 

WITH AN “IMPERIAL WIZARD” OF THE KKK

43.    [Poster with image of Huey Newton on 
left and Imperial Wizard of the KKK on the 
right.] [Toronto: Rochdale College, Coach House 
Press, ca. 1970?]. Poster, 20.875” x 15.875” plus 
margins. CONDITION: Very good, two strips of 
discoloration (.5” x 4”) at upper margin. 

An arresting purple poster opposing two iconic 
photographic images, each taken in the late 1960s, of 
Black Panther Minister of Defense Huey Newton and 
KKK Imperial Wizard Robert M. Shelton.

The portrait of Huey Newton, attributed to Blair 
Stapp, shows Newton wearing a leather jacket 
and beret and seated on a rattan throne, a shot-
gun in his right hand and a spear in his left, with 
a pile of cartridges at his feet and leaf-shaped, 
Zulu-style shields on either side of him. The 
image was published by the Black Panthers as a 
poster in 1968, with a caption at the bottom left 
reading: “‘The racist dog policemen must with-
draw immediately from our communities, cease 
their wanton murder and brutality and torture 
of black people, or face the wrath of the armed 
people.’ : Huey P. Newton, Minister of Defence.” 
The image of Robert Shelton, Imperial Wizard of 
the KKK, was published as a poster in 1969, and 
shows Shelton in blue hood and robes before a 
burning cross. Neither image is captioned here.

We acquired this poster from a source in Toronto, where it was probably published. Influenced by the American movement as well as by individual activists from 
the U.S. who came to live in Canada in the 1960s, the Canadian Black Power movement was active in the 1960s and ‘70s. In Toronto, the Afro-American Progres-
sive Association and the Black Liberation Front of Canada (BLFC) hosted Black Panthers and other U.S. activists for teach-ins, solidarity rallies, and other events. 
Several seminars were held at Rochdale College, Toronto’s short-lived but famous student-run educational and housing cooperative, which was founded in 1968 
and shut down in 1974. This poster was likely published as part of joint Rochdale-Black Power actions, perhaps by the Coach House Press, which remains a lead-
ing independent publisher in Canada, and was then under the editorship of Victor Coleman and closely affiliated with the college. The press conducted work-
shops for students and printing avant-garde ephemera, small literary magazines, books, posters, and even blotter paper for Rochdale’s LSD.

REFERENCES: Black Liberation News Vol. 1, No. 2, 1969, pictured at the University of Toronto Libraries online; “Coach House Press (1965–1975),” Library and 
Archives Canada online; Harris, Christopher. “Canadian Black Power, Organic Intellectuals, and the War of Position in Toronto 1967–1975,” The CLR James Journal, 
Vol. 20, No. 1/2 (2014).
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FREDERIC REMINGTON DEPICTS 
AN AFRO-CUBAN REVOLUTIONARY

44.    Remington, Frederic, after. Remington in Cuba for 
Collier’s Weekly [One of Gomez’ Men]. New York: Collier’s 
Weekly, [ca. 1899]. Printed by H. A. Thomas & Wylie Lith. Co., 
N.Y. Lithograph, 22.75” x 16.75”, sheet size 24.125” x 18”, backed 
with larger sheet Japanese tissue. CONDITION: Very good, old 
horizontal fold. 

A rare and dramatic poster depicting an Afro-Cuban revolutionary, 
based on a painting by Frederic Remington made for Collier’s Week-
ly during his coverage of the Spanish-American War.

Standing proudly with his gun, ammunition belt, bugle, and 
straw hat, the Afro-Cuban soldier shown on this poster was—as 
Remington’s original painting is titled—“One of Gomez’ Men.” 
In 1886, Cuba became the last Caribbean territory to abolish 
slavery, but until 1895, “white Cubans’ fear of a black takeover 
similar to the Haitian Revolution [had] hampered the nation’s 
struggle against Spanish colonialism” (Helg). When the rebel-
lion began, it was Máximo Gómez y Báez (1836–1905), a white 
Dominican, who was put in charge of the Army, while Afro-Cu-
ban general Antonio Maceo was second-in-command. Black 
Cubans are nevertheless remembered as the backbone of the 
Liberation Army. Public support of the Cuban cause was fueled 
in the United States by competition between Joseph Pulitzer’s 
New York World and William Randolph Hearst’s New York Journal 
and when the United States entered the war, it supported Go-
mez’s forces, which had struggled to obtain sufficient supplies 
throughout the revolution. However, further collaboration be-
tween U.S. and Cuban forces never materialized, and the United 
States, intent on forestalling clashes between the Liberation 
Army and its own occupying forces, effectively paid the Cuban 
army to disband over the course of the spring and summer of 
1899. Remington traveled to Cuba in the early summer of 1898, 
writing as a war correspondent for the New York Journal and 
illustrating for Harper’s Weekly. In April of the following year, 
he left Harper’s and began illustrating for Collier’s Weekly, which 
produced a similar poster after his painting of a U.S. soldier. 
Around the same time that he painted this Afro-Cuban revolu-
tionary, Remington also painted “Disbanding Gomez’ Army” 
and “The Return of Gomez to Havana.”

Frederic Sackrider Remington (1861–1909) was born in Canton, 
New York, and grew up fascinated by the West. Although he 
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studied art at Yale under John Henry Niemeyer in the late 1870s, he did not finish the curriculum, and instead traveled through the West, hunting, sheep ranching 
(without much gusto), and, briefly, owning a saloon. It was not until the mid-1880s that Remington returned east, where he began studying at the Art Students 
League of New York, and submitting work to Harper’s and Collier’s Weekly. His illustrations fed a growing fascination with the Old West, and in 1887, just a year 
after his first cover for Harper’s, he was commissioned to illustrate a serialized edition of Theodore Roosevelt’s Ranch Life and the Hunting Trail, a project that began 
his friendship with the future President. “By the mid-1890s he was one of the most popular and successful illustrators of the age,” and in 1898 he traveled to Cuba 
to cover the Spanish-American War (National Gallery). His painting of Roosevelt and the “Rough Riders” during the Battle of San Juan Hill is one of the most icon-
ic of the war.

We find no record of this poster at auction, nor are any examples recorded in OCLC. One example is held at the Amon Carter Museum. The original oil painting is 
in the collections of the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston.

REFERENCES: “Frederic Remington at the Met,” The MET online; “Frederic Remington,” the National Gallery of Art online; Helg, Aline. “Afro-Cubans in Cuba’s 
War for Independence, 1895–1898,” in Military Struggle and Identity Formation in Latin American: Race, Nation, and Community During the Liberal Period, ed. Nicola 
Foot and René D. Harder Horst (Gainesville, 2010) online.
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THE TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE DURING WORLD WAR II

45.    Robinson, William P. [A set of Tuskegee Institute materials from a National Defense student in 1943.] Tuskegee, Ala-
bama, July–Dec., 1943. 17 Tuskegee postcards, (3.5” x 5.5”), of which 16 are in color, 2 are duplicates, and 10 were sent, mostly to 
“Master Wallace B. Robinson,” but some to “Mrs. William P. Robinson.” CONDITION: Very good. [With] Brochure, 8.5” x 3.75, 
8 panels. Numerous b&w illus. Faint pencil inscription in upper margin of first panel: “GRANITE 6175.” CONDITION: Very 
good, very light wear to outer “spine” fold, two creases at lower right corner of first panel. 

A collection of postcards and a brochure from a Massachusetts man studying at “the center for African-American aviation during World 
War II.”

The Tuskegee Airmen were the first African American military aviators to serve in the U.S. Army Air Corps (a forerunner of the 
U.S. Air Force). They trained at the Tuskegee Army Air Field in Alabama and flew more than 15,000 attacks in Europe and North 
Africa during World War II, their valiant performances bringing them more than 150 Distinguished Flying Crosses, and their 
service paving the way for the integration of Black Americans into the country’s armed forces. The brochure and postcards in 
this lot were sent by a Massachusetts man studying at Tuskegee in 1943. William Phelan Robinson was born in 1913 in Dedham, 
Massachusetts, and lived with his wife Helen and their sons “Wally” and “Robbie” in Walpole. Robinson’s name is not among 
the list of nearly a thousand pilot graduates of the aviation program, but he was apparently among the far greater number of 
people—some 16 to 19,000, both Black and white, male and female, military and civilian—who participated in what Tuskegee 
pilot and historian Theopolis W. Johnson calls the “Tuskegee Experience” between 1941 and 1949. Robinson was drafted in 1940, 
and though his draft card notes his complexion as “Dark” and his hair as “Black,” his race is given as “White,” possibly sug-
gesting that he was of mixed race. According to a notice in The North Adams Transcript published on May 31st, 1945, a “William 
Robinson” was “killed in training plane crash off Miami, March 12, 1945.”

The postcards offered here—ten of which are postmarked from the Tuskegee Institute—show halls, churches, monuments, and 
other landmarks on the Tuskegee campus, including “The Oaks, Home of Booker T. Washington,” “The John A. Andrew Memo-
rial Hospital,” “Science Hall,” and “James Hall, Girls’ Dormitory.” Several cards, addressed to “Master Wallace Barr Robinson” 
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and signed “Daddy,” situate the buildings in relation to Robinson’s daily life, 
which evidently took place on the campus. For instance, a postcard dated De-
cember 9th showing the George Washington Carver Museum reads:

Dear Wally, 
This building is right behind the one where I am living right now. I walk 
past it every morning, noon and evening, going to work and back to eat 
and sleep. You know, it’s just as warm as summer here where I am! 
Love 
Daddy

Another, picturing the Trade Building, reads:

This is the place where the boys down here get together and sing. They sing 
awfully nice about things like the Army Air Corps and so on. 
Love 
Daddy

The “Aerial View of Tuskegee Institute, Alabama” is among several cards 
bearing notes to Robinson’s wife, and an arrow on the view, evidently added by 
Robinson himself, points to a building that may be his dormitory. A card pictur-
ing the Booker T. Washington Monument reads: “This monument is right out in 
front of our hall. As you can see, you were right that B.T.W. founded this place.”

The brochure—“Training for National Defense”—provides information on 
Tuskegee’s programs, job placement numbers, “Points of Special Interest” (in-
cluding the George Washington Carver Museum and “Singing Windows” in the 
chapel), and multiple break-downs of tuition cost, depending on scholarships 
and work-study. Its programs in nursing and “rural community leadership,” 
as well as its scholarships for foreign students, are presented as contributing 
to national defense. One image shows “President Patterson” inspecting “War 
Relief garments—many of them made by teachers, students, faculty wives, and 
members of the Tuskegee Institute Chapter, American Red Cross,” and a panel 
on the verso pictures a Haitian student of Aviation inspecting his plane.

REFERENCES: “Arms Students Pay Tribute to Heroes,” The North Adams Tran-
script, May 31, 1945, p. 11; “Tuskegee University’s Leadership Role In Develop-
ing The Tuskegee Airmen and Aviation Opportunities For African Americans,” 
Tuskegee University online.
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THE FACTS OF SLAVERY VERSUS EMANCIPATION 
JUST TWO WEEKS BEFORE 

THE BATTLE OFFORT SUMTER

46.    Sanborn, F. B.; James Redpath, et al. The Pine and 
Palm. Boston: 27 March 1862. Newspaper, 24” x 18.5”, 
4 pp. CONDITION: Good, slight separations along old 
folds. 

A scarce issue of this abolitionist newspaper promoting African 
American immigration to Haiti, published just two weeks before 
the Battle of Fort Sumter.

The first nine and a half columns of this March 27th issue 
of The Pine and Palm are devoted to a lengthy editorial on 
“Emancipation in the West Indies”—a case study for the 
question of abolition in the United States—by Franklin 
Benjamin Sanborn, an outspoken abolitionist and one 
of the “Secret Six” who funded John Brown’s raid on 
Harpers Ferry. Other sections of the paper report on “War 
Items” (in particular, the establishment of a “new military 
department,” the Department of the South) and Congres-
sional actions (“In the Senate, on Tuesday, the 18th inst., 
the bill for the abolition of Slavery in the District of Co-
lumbia was taken up…”); prints “Letters from a Colored 
Soldier” in the 8th Regiment of Connecticut Volunteers 
(shortly after the Battle of Roanoke Island: “We are now 
on the eve of departure for new conquests; we hope to 
meet the enemy again, fight, conquer him, and end the 
rebellion”); and, of course “Haytian Advertisements,” 
including numerous circulars by the paper’s proprietor, 
and an “Invitation” from Haitian President Fabre Geffrard 
to potential immigrants, which was initially published in 
Redpath’s Guide to Hayti (1860).

Before it was purchased and renamed by Scottish-born 
abolitionist and journalistic firebrand James Redpath in 
early 1860, The Pine and Palm was the Weekly Anglo-Afri-
can, founded in 1859 by Thomas Hamilton, a Black New 
Yorker who ran it as an open forum for African Americans 
“to give vent to our opinions and feelings…to compare 
notes with each other…to discus the best plans to pur-
sue, to sympathize if suffering come, to rejoice if victory 
come” (Fielder et al). When Redpath took over the paper, 
it became the primary organ for the movement of Haitian 
colonization. In contrast to many abolitionists, who op-

https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/7329/f-b-sanborn-james-redpath/the-pine-and-palm


posed colonization schemes, and unlike the American Colonization Society, which promoted African colonization (often for racist reasons), Redpath championed 
Haiti as the country where

the Black and the man of color are indisputed lords…where neither laws, nor prejudice, nor historical memories press cruelly on persons of African descent; 
where the people whom America degrades and drives from her are rulers, judges, and generals…authors, artists, and legislators.” (A Guide to Hayti, p. 9)

After three visits to the island nation in 1859 and 1860, Redpath devised a plan with President Geffrard for “inviting an immigration into Hayti of all the enlight-
ened and industrious men of African descent” in North America, and became the official diplomatic agent for the cause. The paper’s Black readership, however, 
was unconvinced, publishing a statement in the Christian Recorder that

we firmly, flatly, uncompromisingly oppose, condemn and denounce as unfair and unjust, as unwise and as unchristian, the fleeing, colonizing efforts urged 
by James Redpath, the white, seconded by George Lawrence, Jr., the black, who is employed by him…[and] we do declare that he is not justified in the de-
ceptive policy of placing at the head of the paper, like the figure-head of a ship, the name of George Lawrence, Jr., a colored man, although he has him in his 
employ; nor is he justified as a professed anti-slavery man, in closing the columns of the paper to a discussion of matters of public and general interest to the 
colored people, neither in making personal attacks upon individuals without permitting a reply. (May 25, 1861)

Operated by Redpath, financed by the Haitian government, edited—at least nominally—by George Lawrence Jr., and printed out of the same building as William 
Lloyd Garrison’s Liberator, The Pine and Palm became what scholars Brigitte Fielder, Cassander Smith, and Derrick R. Spires call “a concentrated case study of all 
of the fault lines invoked in the terms ‘black press,’ ‘black print culture,’ and ‘black community.’” Hamilton and his brother Robert revived the Anglo-American in 
July of 1861, and joined with Frederick Douglass’s Paper and the Provincial Freeman in condemning Redpath and his emigration schemes. The Pine and Palm ceased 
publication later that year. Outside the publishing sphere, too, Redpath’s schemes were not felicitous. Frederick Douglass, who had shown some initial openness 
to Haitian colonization, and later served as U.S. Minister to Haiti, was ultimately opposed to the project; many of the early immigrants soon returned home to the 
U.S.; and Redpath himself, acknowledging that the movement was dead, withdrew in the fall of 1862 to become a Union war correspondent.

James Redpath (1833–1891) immigrated to Michigan from Scotland in the late 1840s. By the early 1850s, he was working for Horace Greeley’s New-York Tribune, 
and after traveling through the South, conducting interviews with slaves, which he eventually published as The Roving Editor: or, Talks with Slaves in the Southern 
States, in 1859. He spent several years reporting in Kansas, where he became close friends with John Brown, and it was Brown who convinced Redpath to move to 
Boston in 1858. Following Brown’s execution, Redpath was the first to publish a biography of the famed abolitionist, The Public Life of Capt John Brown (1860). He 
was a fervent supporter not only of abolition, but of reparations for slavery. Following his failed efforts to promote Haitian colonization and his journalistic work 
during the Civil War, Redpath established the Boston Lyceum Bureau, a professional lecturing bureau that represented such prominent speakers as Frederick Dou-
glass, Susan B. Anthony, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Mark Twain.

Holdings in OCLC are identified as electronic and microform, however the catalogs of seven institutions—the Library of Congress, AAS, Duke, Cornell, Historic 
New Orleans, Boston Public Library, and University of Texas at Austin—show that they have the originals, from partial and single issues to, in the case of the LOC 
and AAS, substantial runs.

REFERENCES: Danky 4834; Fielder, Brigitte; Cassander Smith, and Derrick R. Spires, eds. “Weekly Ango-African and the Pine and Palm (1861-1862),” Just Teach 
One: Early African Print online.
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THE CHARGE OF THE 54TH MASSACHUSETTS

47.    Storming Fort Wagner. Chicago: Kurz & Allison Art Publishers, 76 & 78 Wabash 
Ave., 1890. Chromolithograph, 17.5” x 25” plus margins. CONDITION: Very good, a few 
minor spots to margins, one small chip to margin at right hand with paper repair to verso; 
moderate rubbing and three rather minor strips of adhesive residue to verso. 

A vivid chromolithograph depicting the heroism of the 54th Massachusetts Regiment—the first 
all-Black unit to fight alongside white troops—in its attempt to take Fort Wagner during the siege 
of Charleston.

Described by Frederick Douglass’s son Lewis as “the most desperate charge of the war,” 
the assault on Fort Wagner by the 54th Massachusetts Regiment proved to the nation 
the ability of African American soldiers to fight, and inspired the creation of more Black 
Union regiments (Zack). The charge is perhaps best known today as the basis for the film 
Glory (1989) starring Denzel Washington, Matthew Broderick and Morgan Freeman. 

The battle took place on July 18th, 1863, and was the second unsuccessful attempt to take 
the fort in the early weeks of the siege of Charleston. The regiment suffered heavy losses, 
including the death of its commander, Boston abolitionist Robert Gould Shaw, who was 
shot while leading his men to the parapet of Fort Wagner. Despite the assault’s ultimate 
failure, the valor of the regiment rendered it the most renowned African American unit 
of the Civil War. After visiting with the wounded following the attack, a New York Post 
journalist wrote: “No man can pass among these sufferers…and not be inspired with the 

deepest abhorrence of slavery and an unquenchable desire for the freedom of their race” (Zack).

This broadside dramatizes the 54th’s charge towards the fort, with numerous soldiers exchanging close-range fire with Confederates and three stabbing their foes 
with bayonets. Several dead and wounded are slumped on the ground, while ranks of Black soldiers approach from the left to support their comrades already 
clambering over the ramparts. Two white officers lead the charge in the foreground—one, presumably General Gillmore, who had also commanded the first attack 
on Fort Wagner, raises a rallying sword in the center next to the color-bearer. (Although the first color-bearer was killed in the battle, William H. Carney continued 
displaying the Union flag despite his own injuries, and later became the first African American to receive the Congressional Medal of Honor). In the background, 
a shell explodes above six war-ships in the harbor. Details of the battle are provided below the image, including both Union and Confederate losses: “Gen. Strong, 
Cols Shaw, Chatfield, Putnam,” and “1200 Sol.,” while on the Confederate side, sixteen officers and 300 soldiers.

The lithography firm of Kurz and Allison (1880–ca. 1905) was founded by Alexander Allison (probably the financial partner) and Austrian-born lithographer Louis 
Kurz (1835–1921), who came to America with his family after the revolutionary upheavals in Europe in 1848. By the 1850s Kurz was painting murals and theatrical 
sets in Chicago. According to some accounts, Kurz developed a friendship with Abraham Lincoln, who then asked him to make sketches of the Civil War. Whether 
or not this is true, Kurz did serve in the Union Army, and in 1884 produced a chromolithograph modeled on a section of Paul Philippoteaux’s highly successful 
Gettysburg cyclorama, which was first shown in Chicago in 1883. Kurz’s lithograph proved to be the first of thirty-six Civil War prints he would make over the 
next ten years. Kurz and Allison were not alone in capitalizing on America’s desire twenty years after the end of the war to process and memorialize the conflict. 
However, in a period of “intensifying white racism when many white Americans were fast forgetting the contribution of African Americans to the war effort,” 
(Neely, p. 218), the firm was unique in its numerous depictions of Black participation and heroism in the Union struggle.

REFERENCES: Neely, Mark E. and Harold Holzer, The Union Image: Popular Prints of the Civil War North (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000); 
Zack, Aaron. “The 54th Massachusetts and the Second Battle of Fort Wagner,” at the National Park Service online.
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ABOLITIONISM MEETS FEMINISM

48.    Tappan, Lewis; John Rankin; James S. Gibbons; H. B. Stanton, et. al. Eman-
cipator----Extra. New York, June 17, 1839. Broadsheet, 16.125” x 11. 2 pp., text in 
four columns on recto and verso. CONDITION: Very good, old folds, two minis-
cule losses in lower-left column with no loss of text, occasional spotting and light 
toning. 

A scarce broadsheet issued by the abolitionist newspaper The Emancipator, including a 
heated discussion on “the woman question,” which would become a major factor in split-
ting the American Anti-Slavery Society the following year.

Published in the wake of the 1839 annual meeting of the American Anti-Slav-
ery Society, this extra issued by its official newspaper discusses with concerned 
intensity the “diversity of sentiment in our ranks, as will call for the exercise of 
much wisdom and fidelity to prevent disastrous consequences.” First among the 
disagreements of Society members is “what is commonly called the ‘Woman Ques-
tion’”:

The late annual meeting, for the first time, saw women presenting themselves 
to take an active part in the debates and votes connected with the business 
meetings of the American Anti-Slavery Society…In favor of the admission of 
women, the language of the constitution was chiefly relied on. Article three, 
provides that “any person who consents to the principles of this Constitution, 
who contributes to the funds of this Society, and is not a slaveholder, may be a 
member of this Society, and shall be entitled to vote at its meetings.”…This lan-
guage, it was said, did not admit…of an interpretation which would authorize 
the Society to exclude women…On the other hand, it was urged that in the 
formation of the Society, it was not contemplated that women would become 
members—that the word “persons” in the Constitution was employed in the 
same sense in the which it is used in the constitutions of other societies where 
women are not admitted to vote…

Other topics discussed include the “Political Duty of Abolitionists,” “Plans of 
Future Action,” “The West,” “Publications,” “Funds and Agents,” and “Prayer.” A 
piece addressed “To the Abolitionists of the United States,” noting that “Money is 
indeed the sinews of this war,” contains “a few suggestions in regard to funds.”

After William Lloyd Garrison—who supported women’s full participation in the 
Society and opposed governmental institutions that upheld slavery—captured a 
majority of delegates at the next year’s annual meeting, Lewis Tappan and his as-
sociates separated from the Society, forming the American and Foreign Anti-Slav-
ery Society in 1840.

No examples of this extra are recorded in OCLC, although copies likely appear in 
bound volumes of The Emancipator.
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FROM THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
OF THE BLACK WORKERS CONGRESS, 1971

49.    The Black Workers Congress. The Objective 
Conditions Facing Black & Other Third World Work-
ers Today and the History & Demand for Black Labor. 
[N.p.]: Black Workers Congress, 1971. 11” x 8.5”, yellow 
illustrated self-wrappers, all leaves hole-punched and 
stapled. [8], 14 pp. CONDITION: Very good, wear to 
edges, light soiling, and two notes in pen to upper wrap-
per. 

This booklet contains two texts from the inaugural na-
tional conference of the Black Workers Congress, which 
was held in Gary, Indiana on September 5th, 1971. The 
first, “On the Objective Conditions Facing Black and 
Other Third World Workers Today,” is identified as the 
“Remarks given by John Watson” at the conference. 
Watson was a cofounder of the League of Revolution-
ary Black Workers (formed in 1969), and a member of 
the Black Panthers and the Dodge Revolutionary Union 
Movement (DRUM), based in Detroit. The second piece 
is from Harold Baron’s recently published “The Demand 
for Black Labor,” and was “Rewritten for the Black Work-
ers Congress for Mass Distribution by Michele Russell.” 
With some four to five hundred participants, the confer-
ence was a success, but the Congress ultimately failed to 
gain greater momentum.

OCLC records just two holdings of the “Objective Con-
ditions,” at Harvard and the Chicago History Museum. 
Just one holding of Russell’s adaptation of “The Demand 
for Black Labor” is recorded, also at Harvard.
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UNRECORDED BROADSIDE FOR A PRODUCTION 
OF UNCLE TOM’S CABIN IN BOURBON, INDIANA

50.    Theater! Matchette’s Hall…The Great Moral and Religious Dra-
ma Entitled Uncle Tom’s Cabin… Bourbon, Ind., Jan. 24, 1877. Broad-
side, 10.375” x 6.875”. Early pencil inscriptions on verso, evidently by 
children. CONDITION: Good+, a couple very small losses not affecting 
text, separating at margins along old horizontal fold, numerous minis-
cule tack holes, minor toning. 

An apparently unrecorded broadside advertising a performance of Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin in Bourbon, Indiana in 1877, at a hall constructed by a veteran surgeon 
of the Civil War.

Although one Indiana newspaper notes a recent performance of the dra-
ma “to a very small house,” and another goes so far as to call it “an old, 
worn out play,” the production of Uncle Tom’s Cabin announced here—in 
Bourbon, Indiana—took place “By Request of Many Citizens” and with 
“the Original Music, and the entire Company in the Cast.” Tickets cost 
thirty-five cents for adults and twenty-five for children.

The venue, Matchette’s Hall, was a recent addition to the town, built in 
1873 by Alique C. Matchette, who had settled in Bourbon following his 
medical service during the Civil War. He became successful and widely 
respected as a physician, druggist, and proprietor of a “general supply 
store,” and later built a sanitarium nearby. He was prominent both in 
civic societies and politics (though he declined public office), and in the 
early 1870s moved away from the Republican Party in favor of Horace 
Greeley. Just a few months after the play advertised here, Matchette and 
his partner Dr. Samuel France performed “A Remarkable Operation in 
Surgery,” amputating “the leg of an octogenarian at a point within two 
inches of the thigh joint,” and saw him through to a full recovery. 

We find no records of this broadside, or of the business manager J. M. 
Murray, in OCLC or online.

REFERENCES: Fort Wayne Daily Gazette, Dec. 7, 1877, p. 4; The Columbus 
Republican, April 19, 1877, p. 5.
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SCARCE TICKET TO A PERFORMANCE 
BY RAGTIME PIONEER “BLIND BOONE”

51.    This Ticket and 15 Cents Will admit any Pupil of School Child to the 
Blind Boone Concert. N.p., ca. 1880s. Illustrated ticket, 4.75” x 2.5”. CONDI-
TION: Very good, light soiling to recto, faint adhesive residue to corners on 
verso. 

A striking, illustrated ticket for an early performance by John William “Blind” Boone, a 
musical prodigy and prolific performer whose compositions were influential predecessors 
to ragtime.

John William Boone (1864–1927) was born in a federal militia camp near Miami, 
Missouri to a contraband slave named Rachel (who may have been owned by 
descendents of Daniel Boone), and the bugler of the first company of the 7th Mis-
souri State Militia. At six months, Boone fell ill with “brain fever” (cerebral men-
ingitis), and, to relieve pressure on his brain, surgeons removed his eyes. Boone’s 
mother was determined he should have an education, but after being expelled 
from the Missouri School of the Blind for running away to listen to piano music 
at local barrooms, Boone returned home. There, he was eventually “discovered” 
by John B. Lange, Jr., “a prominent middle-class African-American” who would 
become “Boone’s first and most effective manager” (Swindell, p. 115). Lange sent 
Boone to Iowa, where he underwent two months of intensive piano instruction, 
and only after this did the Blind Boone Concert Company—comprising Boone 
and a vocalist—begin to take off. Boone married Lange’s daughter, Eugenia, in 
1889, and by 1900 his was one of the most popular acts in the country, playing 
some 300 concerts annually. In 1912 he became the first Black artist recorded by 
the QRS piano roll company, though his most famous piece, “The Marshfield 
Tornado,” was so complex that it was never recorded or transcribed. According 
to one scholar, “Between January 18, 1880, the date of his first concert, and 1913…
Boone had given 7,200 concerts, traveled 144,000 miles…had slept in approxi-
mately 7,000 beds, paid almost $180,000 to charities, churches, halls, opera hous-
es, and had repeated, after one hearing, the performances of 33,600 pianists who 
had come on stage to challenge him” (p. 113). Due to inadequate management 
following Lange’s death in 1916, however, Boone’s fortune waned, and he died in 
poverty and obscurity in his hometown of Warrensburg, Missouri.

This ticket, bearing a portrait in profile of the young Boone, admitted “any 
Pupil or School Child” to his concert, and advises: “Parents who are giving their 
children musical instructions, or intend to, should not fail to send them to hear 
this remarkable Pianist, as it will encourage and stimulate them to become fine 
performers.”

REFERENCES: Swindell, Warren C. “John William ‘Blind’ Boone’s Chicago Itin-
erary,” Black Music Research Journal, Vol. 12, No. 1 (1992).
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LOT OF EARLY MATERIALS OF 
PIONEERING AFRICAN AMERICAN LINGUIST 

LORENZO DOW TURNER

52.    Turner, Lorenzo Dow; Arthur P. Bedou, et al. [Early printed 
and photographic material of Lorenzo Dow Turner.] Washington, 
D.C., 1914, ca. 1920, 1928. See below for archive contents. 

A collection of materials relating to pioneering Black linguist, professor, 
and publisher Lorenzo Dow Turner, including several very scarce early 
issues of his short-lived newspaper; ephemera promoting the newspaper; 
the first yearbook of Howard University (his alma mater), inscribed to his 
mother; and a fine studio photograph of Turner as a young man, taken by 
noted Black photographer Arthur P. Bedou. These items evidently all once 
belonged to Turner’s mother.

Lorenzo Dow Turner (1890–1972) was born in Elizabeth City, North 
Carolina, the youngest son of Elizabeth Freeman and Rooks Turner. 
He graduated from Howard University in 1914, afterwards obtain-
ing a Master’s Degree and PhD from Harvard and the University of 
Chicago, respectively, and becoming head of the English Department 
at Howard. In 1928, university politics led him to leave the position, 
and, with his brother Arthur as the business manager, he established 
The Washington Sun. “Fearless, Aggressive, [and] Independent” (ac-
cording to its byline), the paper was intended to “stimulate a wider 
and keener local interest in education, religion, and business…and…promote the civic welfare of the community” (Wade-Lewis, p. 55). The first issue appeared 
on September 6th, 1928, but the paper lasted only through January of 1929. The following summer, Turner accepted a temporary position at South Carolina State 
College at Orangeburg (now South Carolina State University), where he heard Gullah spoken for the first time by two of his students. After visiting their families 
on John’s Island, Turner became convinced that Gullah was not, as scholars had previously supposed, merely “bad English” derived from the “baby talk” spoken 
by white masters to new slaves. In the fall of 1929 he accepted a position at Fisk University, where he would teach for the next sixteen years, found the first African 
Studies program in the country, and conduct extensive research on the African linguistic diaspora in the United States, England, Brazil, Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Gha-
na, and elsewhere along the west coast of Africa. This work informed his groundbreaking 1949 study Africanisms in the Gullah Dialect, for which he is best known. 
From 1946 until his retirement in 1970, Turner taught at Roosevelt University in Chicago, and, in the 1960s, helped found a training program for Peace Corps vol-
unteers to Africa, collaborated with the Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation on filmstrips for classroom use, and consulted with two dictionaries as 
they attempted to better account for African languages and African American culture. He was elected to the Hall of Fame of Chicago in 1969, and on his death two 
years later he was mourned as “one of America’s truly great linguistic scholars” (Chicago Daily Defender, February 10, 1972).

ARCHIVE CONTENTS

The Washington Sun. Washington, D.C., No. 1, September 8, 1928; No. 8, October 27, 1928; No. 11, November 17, 1928; No. 16, December 22, 1928. 21.5” x 17.75”, 8 
pp. CONDITION: Very good to good+, slight chipping and a few minor tears to margins, moderate chipping to central horizontal folds, with slight losses to text in 
the Nov. 17 edition.

Published shortly after Turner was pushed out of his professorship at Howard University, and less than a year before he embarked on the landmark study that 
would establish the field of Gullah studies, The Washington Sun aimed “To Serve All The People All The Time,” according to its motto. The Turner brothers gar-
nered some early and important subscribers, including many of Lorenzo’s former colleagues at Howard, and the “quality of the reporting was first-rate,” with 
“News underscoring triumphs in the progress of African Americans grac[ing] the front page, along with details of defeats and tragedies. The coverage was local, 

https://www.jamesarsenault.com/pages/books/8828/lorenzo-dow-turner-arthur-p-bedou/early-printed-and-photographic-material-of-lorenzo-dow-turner


national, and international. The multifold message to the black population, like that of other black newspapers, was: be a model American citizen, be proud of 
black accomplishments, be aware of the virulence of racism, work vigorously to advance both individual and group progress, and be politically active in order 
to foster change” (Wade-Lewis, p. 56). Topics covered in the four editions offered here include court cases and crimes (including a particularly brutal murder of a 
mother by her son), biographical sketches (including an interview with a pastor who had been enslaved until the age of fourteen), sports (for instance, “Hampton 
U Upsets Va. State, 16-0”), society and church news, the arts (including a piece on an honorary reception for Harlem Renaissance painter Laura Wheeling Waring), 
race relations (“Of unusual significance” being the National Interracial Conference, which took place in Washington D.C. in December of 1928), Black political 
success (“Five Negroes Will Go to the State Legislature in Illinois”), and more. Ads for beauty products, cafes, signmakers, cleaners, funeral services, shoe repair, 
upcoming plays and musicals, and so on appear throughout.

OCLC records just one issue of The Washington Sun, at Emory University. Other issues are held in the Lorenzo Dow Turner papers at Northwestern University.

Promotional materials for The Washington Sun. [Washington, D.C., ca. 1928).

Paperboard window placard (10.75” x 13.875”). CONDITION: Very good, somewhat rubbed, 2.5” crease at lower left corner. Bearing the announcement: 
“Sold Here : The Washing Sun” and characterizing it as “A Unique Newspaper” with “Strong Editorials,” “Clean Rand Reliable News,” and “Exceptional 
Features.”[With]Paperboard promotional card (3.25” x 5.875”). CONDITION: Very good. Leading with the question “Do You Read The Washington Sun?” and 
characterizing the publication again as “Unique” with “Strong Editorials” etc., this card emphasizes it as “an excellent advertising medium.”[With]Circular 
with advertising rates (5.875” x 3.5”), 2 pp. on heavy stock. CONDITION: Very good, light spotting to recto and light rubbing to verso. Noting rates for “Gen-
eral Advertising” (between five and ten cents per line) as well as “Mysticism, Hypnotism, Fortune Telling” (twenty-five cents per line); “Mechanical” and 
“Line” requirements for ads, information on “Commission and Discount” as well as “Subscription Rates.”[With]Circular with “Display Advertising Rates” (9” 
x 4”), 2 pp. on green paper. CONDITION: Very good. Below the rates, advertising terms are listed on the recto (“Bills not paid within 30 days of date subject 
to 6 per cent interest per annum”; “Cancellation of orders by telephone not effective unless confirmed in writing same day” etc.). The verso, characterizing the 
paper as “Tolerant,” “Clean—Progressive,” is a (blank) advertising contract, “In Effect November 1, 1928.”

Arthur P. Bedou, photog. Portrait photograph of Turner. [Washington, D.C.? ca. 1920.] Silverprint, 7” x 5”, mounted in original paperboard folder. CONDITION: 
Very good, excellent tonality.

Arthur P. Bedou (1882–1966) worked for many years as personal photographer to Booker T. Washington, and documented life at several Black institutions, includ-
ing Fisk University and the National Negro Business League, before opening his own studio in New Orleans in the 1920s.

Nikh [Howard University Yearbook]. Volume 1. Washington, D.C., 1914. 4to (12” x 9”), original printed brown paperboard, 103 pp., 10 pp. ads. Inscribed on ffep: 
“To Mother—from Lorenzo.” CONDITION: Very good, cover with wear to extremities and some hand sewn repairs to spine; partial photo excised on p. 90.

A few checkmarks in pencil draw attention to Turner’s presence in the superlatives section as having “done the most for Howard” and being “the most hand-
some,” though also being “the most hen-pecked.”

A scarce array of materials from the early life and career of a pathbreaking and influential Black scholar.

REFERENCES: Amos, Alcione M. “Connecting Communities through Language: Life and Work of Lorenzo Dow Turner,” in Bérose - Encyclopédie internationale des 
histoires de l’anthropologie online; Wade-Lewis, Margaret. Lorenzo Dow Turner: Father of Gullah Studies (University of South Carolina Press, 2007).
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AN INTOXICATING COMBINATION: 
JOSEPHINE BAKER PROMOTES ANISE LIQUEUR 

AT THE 1931 PARIS COLONIAL EXPOSITION

53.    Walery, Stanislaus Julian; G. L. Manuel Frères, photogs. [Group of ten 
photographic advertising cards featuring Josephine Baker.] [Paris, 1931]. 10 real 
photo advertising cards, each 5” x 2.5”. All numbered in the image; five credited 
in the image “Walery : Paris”; two “G.L. Manuel fr.”; one “Condé Nast”. CONDI-
TION: Very good. 

A fabulously evocative set of ten photographic advertising cards showing the many moods 
of Josephine Baker, and promoting the oldest anise liqueur in France in connection with the 
1931 Paris Colonial Exposition.

Josephine Baker (1906–1975) was born Freda Josephine McDonald in St. Louis, 
Missouri, but her rising success as a vaudeville dancer soon brought her to Paris, 
where in 1925 she performed first in an all-Black revue. Her danse sauvage, debuted 
at the Folies Bergère, made her an instant sensation, and by 1927, at the age of just 
twenty-one, she had become the toast of Paris, a symbol of “the beauty and vitality 
of Black American culture,” and the highest-paid entertainer in Europe (Britan-
nica). She aided the French Resistance during World War II, participated in the 
American Civil Rights Movement—she was the only woman to give an address at 
the 1963 March on Washington—and was honored with the Croix de Guerre, the 
Médaille de la Résistance, and Légion d’Honneur. She was the first American-born 
woman to be buried with full military honors in France.

The images offered here show the young Baker in a variety of poses and costumes, 
from playful, coy, and bold in feathers, polka dots, and, of course, the famous 
bananas, to pensive in a silk gown at a piano and seductive, looking over her 
naked shoulder to the camera. The cards were produced for the 1931 Paris Colo-
nial Exposition, a six-month celebration of the diversity and wealth of resources 
of the French colonies, which, like world’s fairs, featured a wide array of human 
exhibits, and drew at least seven million visitors from around the globe. Baker had 
initially been appointed “Queen of the Colonies” for the event, but, not being a 
colonial subject, was unable to assume the role. The suggestion is telling, howev-
er: although she had arrived in Paris as a African American expatriate, Baker had 
quickly taken on and begun manipulating “the representation of all of France’s 
colonies,” becoming, as one scholar put it, “a floating signifier of cultural differ-
ence” (Guterl, p. 33). The caption on each of these cards riffs on Baker’s recent hit 
“J’ai deux amours,” (I have two loves, my country and Paris) with the new slogan: 
“Josephine Baker chante: J’ai deux amours....Paris……PERNOD fils.” The versos 
provide instructions on where to find the Pernod Pavilion—next to Daumesnil 
Lake, close to the Indochinese restaurant—and indicate that Baker will sell books 
and records to benefit the Oeuvres Coloniales.

Stanisław Julian Walery (born Stanisław Julian Ignacy Ostroróg, 1863–1929) was 
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a Polish photographer who worked in London and Paris in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. He followed his father in the photography busi-
ness, and gained acclaim for his portraits of carabert stars and his innovative 
photographic treatment of the female form, although both he and his father 
photographed many other notables as well. He is best remembered for a por-
trait series of Josphine Baker in 1926—just a year after she arrived in Paris.

Brothers Henri Manuel (1874–1947) and Gaston Manuel (1880–1967) found-
ed the studio G. L. Manuel in 1900, specializing in portrait photography, and 
gained renown for their photographs of important figures in politics, sports, 
and the arts, as well as, in the 1920s, fashion, doing work for firms like Chanel 
and Lanvin. Among the brothers’ best-known subjects are authors Jean Cocteau 
and Colette and statesmen Georges Clemenceau and Louis Barthou. In the late 
1920s and early ‘30s, Henri created rich photographic documentation of the 
Clairvaux prison (the setting of a Victor Hugo story). Most of the firm’s plates 
were destroyed during the second world war.

Ten transfixing images of Josephine Baker from the early years of her stardom, and evi-
dence of her complicated adoption into and exoticization by French culture.

REFERENCES: Guterl, Matthew Pratt. “Josephine Baker’s Colonial Pastiche,” 
Black Camera Vol. 1, No. 2 (2010); “Josephine Baker : French entertainer,” Britan-
nica online.
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RE-PUBLISHED TOWARDS THE CLOSE OF THE CIVIL WAR 
BY AN “EARLY ARCHITECT OF THE 

AMERICAN ABOLITIONIST MOVEMENT”

54.    [Weld, Theodore Dwight.] The Bible Against Slavery: or, an Inquiry Into 
the Genius of the Mosaic System, and the Teachings of the Old Testament on 
the Subject of Human Rights. Pittsburgh: United Presbyterian Board of Publica-
tion, 1864. 16mo (6.875” x 4.5”), printed beige wrappers. vii, 13–154 pp. CONDI-
TION: Very good, dampstains to wrappers and light wear to extremities. 

A revised edition of this work by an important abolitionist whose writings were a source 
of information and inspiration for Harriet Beecher Stowe.

Originally published in 1837 in The Anti-Slavery Examiner, this Biblical argument 
against slavery underwent several editions. Weld’s introduction recounts how, 
“When first published, many copies were sent through the post-office into the 
Slave States Most of these were publicly burned at their places of delivery,” but 
one copy, which “fell into the hands of Rev. Wm. H. Brisbane, a slaveholding 
Baptist clergyman and editor in that city” found that, in writing a refutation of 
Weld’s arguments, “the faith he scouted had become his own. He left his native 
state, made his slaves free, settled them in Ohio, and pulished an able work, vin-
dicating the Bible from pro-slavery perversions.” The present 1864 edition was 
issued “In hopes that through the blessing of God it may exert some influence in 
freeing our beloved land from the blight of slavery, and ushering in that happy 
day now dawning when every yoke shall be broken, and the oppressed go free.”

Theodore Dwight Weld (1803–1895) was born in Hampton, Connecticut, and 
became an active abolitionist in his youth, organizing debates about abolition 
and colonization between students and faculty at Lane Theological Seminary 
(which was then under the leadership of Lyman Beecher, the father of Harriet 
Beecher Stowe). He became an agent for the American Anti-Slavery Society, and, 
though deliberately never a prominent face of the movement, was a powerful 
speaker and a persuasive writer, drawing thousands into the cause. Harriet 
Beecher Stowe drew heavily on his American Slavery as It Is: Testimony of a Thou-
sand Witnesses when she wrote Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1839), but a series of setbacks 
in the late 1830s prompted him to retire from public life, and he opened a school 
in New Jersey with his domestic partner, the prominent abolitionist and feminist 
Angelina Grimké. The publication of this volume was one of several forays that 
Weld made back into public life during the Civil War and Reconstruction.

Not in Dumond.

REFERENCES: “Theodore Weld, Abolitionist, and Writer born,” African Ameri-
can Registry online.
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ANTI-SLAVERY COMPENDIUM WITH TEXTS FROM 
WILLIAM WILBERFORCE AND KENTUCKY PRESBYTERIANS

55.    Wilberforce, William, et. al. The Enormity of the Slave-Trade; and the 
Duty of Seeking the Moral and Spiritual revelation of the Colored race. 
Speeches of Wilberforce and Other Documents and Records. New York: 
American Tract Society, [ca. 1850]. 16mo (6” x 3.875”), decoratively printed 
tan wrappers. 144 pp. Early ownership inscription by “C. R. Daggett” at top 
right of upper wrapper and title p. CONDITION: Very good, 1” loss to top 
left corner of upper wrapper, slight soiling to lower wrapper. 

A collection of anti-slavery speeches and texts, including a plan for the education 
and emancipation of slaves held by Kentucky Presbyterians.

The volume opens with William Wilberforce’s famous 1789 Parliamenta-
ry motion for the abolition of the slave trade, and includes several other 
British speeches before “The Bill Passed, Abolishing the Trade” and several 
anti-slavery documents from the Presbyterian Kentucky Synod. The first of 
these—the 1818 “Unanimous Action of the General Assembly of the Presby-
terian Church in the United States”—deems “the voluntary enslaving of one 
portion of the human race by another…utterly irreconcilable with the spirit 
and principles of the gospel of Christ,” and the next outlines “The Substance 
of the Plan of a Committee of the Synod of Kentucky, for the Instruction and 
Emancipation of their Slaves” (1835). An 1846 sermon by Rev. John C. Young 
on the “Duty of Masters” closes the collection.
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